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NEW | Ribbon Floral Block of the Month
Bring elegant design and royal color to your bedroom. Each month, for eight months, 
you’ll receive piecing directions by Jean Nolte and fabrics, some gold etched, from 
Benartex’s Ribbon Floral line by Dover Hill for a section of the quilt top. King 97" x 97". 
We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007282  $34.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

108"-wide backing, 3 yards,  
#1007283  $49.99

block 
of the 

month

quilts for all 
seasons

Over 325 NEW items!
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NEW | Supernova Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
Jewel-tone hues absolutely glow from this pieced 
medallion quilt. Kit has directions and Wilmington 
Batiks for the top and binding. 56" x 64".
Kit #1007000  $89.99

ON THE COVER:  NEW | Seasons Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Finish this stunning fabric art as four separate quilts reflecting the seasons. Kit for all four seasons 
has directions by Kara Schorstein Peterson of Seams & Dreams to raw-edge machine applique to 
an interfacing foundation, and also includes gridded interfacing and fabrics, including batiks, for 
the tops and bindings. Four 15" x 48" quilt panels.
Kit #1007236  $149.99 Pattern only #1007238  $12.00

NEW | Flower Fields Kit
Envision land, water and sky in 
this colorwash of batiks. Kit has 
piecing directions by Daniela 
Stout of Cozy Quilt Designs, and her Tonga 
Riviera Batiks by Timeless Treasures for the 
top and binding. Throw 65" x 75". A special 
acrylic triangle template, although not 
required, will make cutting 1" to 9½" 
half-square triangles easier.
Kit #1007286  $119.99 
Pattern only #1007288  $10.00 
Strip Tube ruler™ #1006964  $19.95

Batik backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1007237  $34.99

Dogwood Placemats Kit
Scatter blossoms on your tabletop. Kit 
has fabrics for the top, binding and 
backing from Tonga Wildflower Batiks 
by Timeless Treasures, and pattern by 
Judy Niemeyer of Quiltworx, with 
foundation-piecing directions and 
printed paper foundations, for a set  
of four placemats. 18" x 18".
Kit #1006771  $99.99 
Pattern only #1006772  $33.00

Backing included 
with kit

Batik backing, 4¾ yards, 
#1007287  $59.99

Batik backing, 3⅔ yards, 
#1007001  $49.99
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NEW | Cabbage Rose Kit  
KQ Exclusive!  QK  
Simple piecing leads to a simply 
beautiful quilt when using Le Jardin 
Parisien prints by Robert Kaufman 
Fabrics. Kit has directions and 
fabrics for the top and binding. 
Throw 52" x 60".
Kit #1007207  $54.99

NEW | Botanical 
Bliss Kit  
PRECUT  
2½" STRIPS! 
KQ Exclusive!
Give the Half Log 
Cabin block a 
romantic look using 
Andie Hanna’s 
prints from Robert 
Kaufman Fabrics. 
Kit includes piecing directions and fabrics for 
the top and binding, including precut 2½" strips. 
Throw 64" x 80".
Kit #1007210  $124.99

NEW | Le Café 
Kit  QK  
Transport yourself 
to Paris with a table 
for two along the 
River Seine. Kit has 

directions, panel by Danhui Nai for Wilmington 
Prints, backing, and batting. 22" x 42".  
Kit #1007215  $24.99

NEW 
Bountiful 
Baskets Kit
Take their breath 
away with this 
masterpiece 
featuring 
flowers for the 
50 states using 
piecing and 
your favorite 
applique and 
embroidery 
techniques. Kit 
has directions 
by Pearl Pereira 

of P3 Designs, and fabrics 
for the top and binding. 
Throw 61" x 75".
Kit #1007289  $199.99 
Pattern only  
#1007291  $24.00

Backing included  
with kit

Backing, 5 yards,  
#1007211  $59.99

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1007208  $39.99

Backing, 4 yards,  
#1007290  $49.99

romantic 
florals
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lavender 
fields

NEW | Spring Showers Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Get stunning results by mixing piecing and 
applique using Flaurie & Finch’s Oasis print 
and Blossom Batiks collections by RJR. Kit 
has directions by Christine Stainbrook of 
Project House 360, and fabrics for the top 
and binding. Queen 90" x 90".
Kit #1007014  $174.99 
Pattern only #1007016  $10.00

NEW | Day Break Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
Feel the energy radiating 
from this beauty of a quilt. 
Kit has Wendy Sheppard’s piecing directions, 
and fabrics for the top and binding from the 
Hoffman Bali collection. Queen 91" x 91".
Kit #1007094  $159.99

NEW | Enchanted Medley™
Nature shows off its lovely purple hues in this 
six-piece batik collection with butterflies up  
to 5½" across. By Lunn Studios for Robert 
Kaufman Fabrics.
Fat quarters #1007156  $18.99 
1/2 yards #1007157  $36.99 
Yardage #1007156 plus letter  $11.60 per yard

Dan’s Climb Kit
Combine deep-darks 
with brights in cool 
blues and purples. Kit 
has Heather Spence’s 
piecing directions for 
seven quilt sizes, and 
fabrics from RJR’s 
Malam Batiks line by 

Jinny Beyer for the top and binding of the smallest size shown, throw 56" x 56".
Kit #1006808  $69.99 Pattern only #1006810  $9.00

Batik backing, 3½ yards, 
#1006809  $44.99

Batik backing, 8¼ yards, 
#1007015  $104.99 Batik backing, 8½ yards, 

#1007095  $104.99

NEW | Crocheted Kisses Kit
Be inspired by an old-fashioned 
Granny afghan. Kit includes Linda 
Fitch‘s piecing directions, and fabrics 
for the top and binding from Flaurie 
& Finch’s  Blossom Batiks line for RJR 
Fabrics. Throw 60" x 74".
Kit #1007061  $169.99 
Pattern only #1007063  $10.00

 Fabric Medley

YA

B

D EC

Solid backing, 4 yards,  
#1007062  $29.99
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garden 
florals

NEW | Rainbow Seeds Kit  
KQ Exclusive!  QK  
Create the loveliest of floral quilts 
using a printed center panel. Kit 
has piecing directions and fabrics 
for the top and binding from Lisa 
Audit’s Rainbow Seeds collection for 
Wilmington Prints. Wall size 40" x 59".
Kit #1007196  $59.99

NEW | Sunflower Garden Kit
Let Dresden Plates take center stage in a fabulous way! Kit has 
piecing and applique directions by Nancy Rink and her fabrics for the top and binding 
from the Cottage View collection by Marcus Fabrics. King 93" x 110".
Kit #1007294  $199.99 Pattern only #1007296  $10.00

NEW | Garden Echo Kit
Experience the clear, bright colors 
of a summer garden. Kit has Rachel 
Shelburne’s piecing directions, and 
fabrics for the top and binding 
from her Poppies line for Maywood 
Studio. Twin 65" x 85".
Kit #1007297  $129.99

Backing, 9 yards,  
#1007295  $109.99

Backing, 5¼ yards, 
#1007298  $59.99

Backing, 2⅞ yards,  
#1007197  $34.99

Backing, 4⅔ yards, 
#1006995  $59.99

NEW | Emma’s Corsage Kit
Think soft, sweet and feminine when decorating with this 
pieced quilt. Kit has directions and fabrics for the top and 
binding from the Emma collection by Robert Kaufman 
Fabrics. Throw 62" x 76".
Kit #1006994  $99.99
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evening garden

Illusions Kit  QK  
Simple Log Cabin-style piecing yields 
dimensional results. Kit has Kathleen Starr’s 
directions for a queen and 
throw size, and hand-dyed 
fabrics from Starr Design 
Fabrics for the top and binding 
of the throw shown, 60" x 60".
Kit #1005916  $99.99 Batik backing, 3¾ yards, 

#1005917  $39.99

Dance of the Dragonfly Kit   
BEST SELLER!
Iridescent dragonflies are breathtaking against 
a luminous color-shaded background. Kit has 
JoAnn Hoffman’s fusible-applique directions, and 

fabrics, including batiks, 
for the top and binding. 
40" x 40".
Kit #1006824  $114.99 
Pattern only  
#1006826  $20.00Bali solid backing, 2½ yards, 

#1006825  $29.99 

NEW | Country 
Manor Kits  
KQ Exclusive!
Piece a 100" x 100" 
king-size medallion 
quilt extraordinaire! Each kit includes Elise 
Lea’s directions and fabrics by Darlene 
Zimmerman for Robert Kaufman Fabrics. Quilt 
kit has fabrics for the top and binding, and the 
sham kit has fabrics for the tops and backs of 
two 34" x 24" shams.
Quilt kit #1007412  $199.99 
Sham kit #1006990  $49.99

NEW | Iris Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
Turn one single flower 
into a breathtaking 
piece of fabric art. 
Kit, with directions 
by Melinda Bula, 
has fabrics for the 
top, binding and 
backing, including 
precut fusible-backed 
applique shapes 
in prints and Jinny 
Beyer’s Malam Batiks 
from RJR. Wall size 
27" x 33". 
Kit #1007243  $119.99 
Pattern only  
#1007244  $25.00

Quilt backing, 9 yards, 
#1006989  $109.99

Solid backing included  
with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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wild  
&  

free
Into the Woods Kit   
BEST SELLER!
Sew 2½" strips to an 
interfacing foundation, and 

add raw-edge-
appliqued trees. Kit 
has Kara Schorstein 
Peterson’s directions, 
and batik fabrics, 
including precut 2½" 
strips, for the top 
and binding. Wall 
size 43" x 43".

Kit #1000596  $89.99 
Pattern only #1001211  $11.00

Batik backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1000597  $29.99

Precut  
2½" strips!

Summer Breeze Kit
“Paint” a horse of a different 
color in batik fabrics. Kit has Toni 
Whitney’s directions, and fabrics for the top and binding, including 
precut fusible-backed applique shapes. Wall size 25" x 27".
Kit #1002858  $79.99 
Pattern only #1002860  $14.50

Solid backing  
included with kit

Red Fox Kit
Meet one of the handsomest 
creatures in the forest. Kit has Toni 
Whitney’s fusible-applique directions, 
and batiks for the top and binding, including precut fusible-
backed applique shapes. Wall size 22" x 22".
Kit #1000982  $64.99 
Pattern only #1000983  $14.50

Batik backing, ⅞ yard, 
#1000984  $9.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

NEW | Kalahari Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Go for an exotic, African-inspired look. Kit has piecing 
directions and fabrics for the top and binding from 
Lunn Studios’ Artisan Batiks collection for Robert 
Kaufman Fabrics. Throw 60" x 60".
Kit #1007212  $99.99

Batik backing, 4 yards, 
#1007213  $49.99

 Fabric Medley

Y A

B C

NEW | Santa Fe Trail Medley™
Get in the spirit of the Southwest with these batiks from Lunn 
Studios for Robert Kaufman Fabrics. The four-piece collection 
has horses up to 5" across.
Fat quarters #1007158  $12.99 
1/2 yards #1007159  $24.99 
Yardage #1007158 plus letter  $11.60 per yard
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woodland 
creatures
NEW | Moose on the Loose Kit  QK  
Get up close and personal with a big moose. Kit has 
piecing and fusible-applique directions by Cheryl 
Haynes of the Prairie Grove Peddler, and RJR fabrics 
for the top, backing and binding. Wall size 35" x 24".
Kit #1007385  $64.99 
Pattern only #1007386  $8.00

NEW | Woodland 
Creatures Kit
All these sweet critters 
and flowers are precut 
and fusible backed 
for you! Kit includes 
directions by Rosemary 
Makhan of Quilts by 
Rosemary, and fabrics 
for the top and binding, 
including precut shapes. 
Full 80" x 100".
Kit #1007300  $419.99 
Pattern only  
#1007302  $77.00

Backing, 7½ yards,  
#1007301  $84.99

About Trout Kit
Proudly display five trophy fish! Kit 
includes directions by Angie Steveson 
of Lunch Box Quilts for two quilt 
sizes, using piecing and your favorite 

applique technique, and fabrics for the top and binding from 
Island Batik for the larger size shown, throw 57" x 76".
Kit #1006862  $169.99 
Pattern only #1006864  $18.00

My Up North  
Window Kit
Now, here’s a view that’s 
priceless! Kit has fusible-
applique directions by Sue Pritt 
of Sweet Season Quilts, and 
fabrics for the top, binding and 
backing, including batiks and 
precut fusible-backed applique 
shapes. Wall size 32" x 17".
Kit #1007083  $69.99 
Pattern only  
#1007084  $9.50

Who? What? Where? 
Kit
Just look at those adorable little raccoon faces! Kit has 
directions by Toni Whitney, and batik fabrics for the top, 
backing and binding, including precut fusible-backed 
applique shapes. Wall size 15" x 26".
Kit #1006836  $79.99 
Pattern only #1006837  $14.50

Batik backing  
included with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Batik backing, 5 yards, 
#1006863  $64.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Backing included 
with kit
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by the sea

Whale of a Tale Kit  QK  
Start with a printed panel for the center, and 
piece the border. Kit has directions by Stephanie 
Sheridan of Stitched Together Studios, and fabrics 
for the top and binding from Sue Schlabach’s Drift 
Away line for Windham Fabrics. Throw 50" x 52".
Kit #1001938  $49.99

Backing, 3½ yards,  
#1007551  $44.99

Great Blue  
Heron Kit   
BEST SELLER!
Assemble precut fusible-
backed shapes for this 
work of art. Kit has Toni 
Whitney’s directions, and 
batik fabrics, including the 
shapes, for top and binding.  
Wall size 11" x 25".
Kit #5903  $69.99 
Pattern only #6138  $14.50

Batik backing, ½ yard,  
#4031  $6.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Sailboats Kit
Feel the call of the sea in this 
striking Lenore Crawford design. 
Kit has directions and fabrics, 
including batiks and precut 
fusible-backed applique shapes, 
for the top, backing and binding. 
Wall size 18" x 23".
Kit #1006753  $99.99 
Pattern only #1006754  $12.99Batik backing included  

with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

NEW | Seaside Dreams Medley™
Put yourself into a summer-by-the-shore frame of mind using these six prints by 
Sharla Fults for Studio E. 3¾" x 3¾" blocks and fish up to 2½" across.
Fat quarters #1007284  $21.99 
1/2 yards #1007384  $42.99 
Yardage #1007284 plus letter  $10.88 per yard

NEW | Seashells by 
the Seashore Kit  

QK  
Feel the calming power 
of the sea in this quilt 
made from a printed 
panel from Sharla 
Fults’s Seaside Dreams 
collection for Studio E. Kit includes directions, 
panel, backing and batting. 22" x 42".  
Kit #1007285  $24.99

Backing included  
with kit

All of our fabrics are 
100% top-quality cotton.

 You can feel the difference.

 Fabric Medley

YA

B

C D E
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bordeaux 
vineyard

Lace Star Kit
Combine Four Patch and diagonally-pieced blocks and half- and 
quarter-square triangles. Kit has piecing directions by Daniela 
Stout of Cozy Quilt Designs, and Tonga Sophisticate Batiks by 

Timeless Treasures for the top and binding. Queen 88" x 88". A special acrylic triangle 
template, although not required, will make cutting 1" to 9½" half-square triangles easier.
Kit #1006739  $199.99 
Pattern only #1006741  $19.95 
Strip Tube Ruler™ #1006964  $19.95

Batik backing, 8 yards, 
#1006740  $99.99

NEW | Neutral Nature 
Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Experience the calming, 
gentle side of nature in this 
quilt made from Cynthia 
Coulter’s collection for 
Wilmington Prints. Kit has piecing directions and 
fabrics for the top and binding. Full 87" x 87".
Kit #1006996  $129.99

NEW | Star Spiral 
Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Rust half-square 
triangles give great 
direction to this pieced 
quilt. Kit has directions 
and batiks for the top and binding from 
Wilmington. Throw 56" x 64".
Kit #1006998  $99.99

NEW | From the Chateau Place Mat Kit
Set the table for your next wine-and-cheese 
party. Kit for a set of four place mats has piecing 
directions, batting and fabrics by Lisa Audit for 
Wilmington Prints for the printed blocks, borders 
and backing. 18" x 14".
Kit #1007002  $39.99

Batik backing, 3⅔ yards, 
#1006999  $44.99

Backing, 8⅛ yards, 
#1006997  $99.99

Backing included 
with kit
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 20 pieces each  

Get Hooked Patterns
Turn fabric strips into rugs and table-
toppers following Ann Lauer’s easy 
crochet directions. The Get Hooked 
pattern uses 2" to 2½" strips for a 
choice of four rugs, and the Get 
Hooked 2 pattern uses ½" strips for 
five tabletop projects from trivets to 
runners. Crochet hook included. 
Get Hooked #1007140  $11.00 
Get Hooked 2 #1007143  $11.00

Twice as Nice Pattern
You choose your favorite color palette, and make this easy-to-piece quilt from precut 
2½ strips. (Requires two 20-piece strip collections plus a background fabric.) Pattern 
has Tony Jacobson’s directions. Twin 64" x 80".
#1007186  $8.00

Keepsake Quilting’s exclusive  

2½" strip collections

Print Collections

NEW | White & Blue Delft #1007422 $19.99

NEW | Cozy Flannel #1007421  $19.99

Rose & Thyme #7729  $19.99

Royal Purple Batiks #1912  $19.99

Batik Collections

Tidal Pool Batiks #1944  $19.99

Bejeweled Batiks #4413  $19.99Bali Jewels #8540  $19.99

NEW | River Rock Batiks #1007423  $19.99

Rose Garden Batiks #1002240  $19.99

Violet Fields #7601  $19.99Pink & Gray #3856  $19.99

Citrus Batiks #1952  $19.99

Colors for Kids #1002239  $19.99

NEW | Prairie Flowers #1007425  $19.99

Merry Go Round Kit  QK    
KQ Exclusive!
Experience the fun of making a Log Cabin 
quilt from precut 2½" strips. Kit has piecing 
directions and fabrics, including precut 
strips, by Wilmington Batiks for the quilt  
top and binding, and a 14" pillow. Throw  
52" x 52".
Kit #1005971  $69.99

Batik backing, 3½ yards, 
#1005972  $44.99

Precut  
2½" strips!

White Icing #2334  $19.99

Batik Blue Lagoon #8541  $19.99 Sandy Shore Batiks #1962  $19.99

Summer Chic #2230  $19.99
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NEW | Walking on 
Sunshine Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Think sunny, blue-sky 

spring days! Kit includes piecing directions, and 
fabrics for the top and binding from Joanne 
Porter’s fabric line for Wilmington Prints. 
Throw 56" x 56".
Kit #1006701  $69.99

Paris Forever Kit   
KQ Exclusive!  QK
It’s soft and feminine and would add sunshine 
to bedroom or living room. Kit has piecing 
directions and fabrics for the top and binding 
from Lisa Audit’s Paris Forever line from 
Wilmington Prints. Throw 42" x 57".
Kit #1002463  $59.99

Backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1007552  $29.99

Backing, 3⅔ yards, 
#1006702  $44.99

NEW  
Framed 
Stars Kit
Achieve a 
fresh, upbeat 
look with just 
one pieced 
block and 
the fabrics 
from Nancy 
Rink’s Cottage 
View Blues 
collection for Marcus Fabrics. Kit 
has Nancy’s directions and fabrics 
for top and binding. Twin 75" x 86".
Kit #1007314  $139.99 
Pattern only #1007316  $10.00

Backing, 5⅓ yards,  
#1007315  $64.99

NEW | Early Bird Kit
Morning, noon or evening, this charmer will brighten your day. Kit has 
piecing directions by Osie Lebowitz of Broome Street Patterns, and 
fabrics for the top and binding, including printed center panel, from 
Chong-A Hwang’s Morning Glory collection for Timeless Treasures. 
Throw 33" x 53".
Kit #1007317  $29.99

Backing, 1¾ yards,  
#1007318  $21.99

morning glory
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the hues  
have it

NEW | Fairegarden Kit
See how black-and-white prints make a fabulous 
backdrop for this colorful pieced and appliqued 
sampler. Kit has directions by Leslee Price of Painted 
Pony ’n Quilts, and fabrics for the top and binding. 
Throw 62" x 66".
Kit #1007305  $199.99 
Pattern only #1007307  $20.00

NEW | Eclipse Kit
Watch one glorious color blend into the next. Kit has 
directions for two sizes by Kimberly Bourne of Main 
Street Market Designs, template and foundation-piecing 
patterns to copy, and fabrics for the top and binding 
from Maywood Studio’s Shadow Play line for the smaller 
wall size shown, 49" x 49".
Kit #1007308  $149.99 
Pattern only #1007310  $20.00

Entwined Kit
Make a bold statement using Maywood Studio’s vibrant Shadow 
Play fabrics in this pieced bargello quilt. Kit has Dereck Lockwood’s 
directions, and fabrics for top and binding. King 92" x 110".
Kit #1002446  $199.99 
Pattern only #1001917  $10.00

Backing, 9 yards,  
#1001916  $99.99

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1007309  $39.99

Backing, 4 yards,  
#1007306  $44.99

NEW | Getting to Know Hue Block of the Month
Make a showstopper in a vibrant rainbow of colors. Each month, for 
12 months, you’ll receive piecing and applique directions by Nancy 
Rink, and fabrics from her Marcus collection for a section of the quilt 
top, including precut fusible-backed applique shapes. King 96" x 102". 
We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007303  $29.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

60"-wide backing, 6 yards, 
#1007304  $99.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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batik beauties

NEW | Eternal Spring Table Runner Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
Take an elegant approach to decorating your 
tabletop. Kit has reverse hand-applique directions 
by Margaret Willingham of Eye of the Beholder Quilt 

Design, and fabrics for the top, back and binding from Flaurie & Finch’s 
Blossom Batiks line for RJR Fabrics. 18" x 43".
Kit #1007248  $79.99 
Pattern only #1007249  $20.00

NEW | Orange Blossom Kit
Use a freezer-paper-piecing technique, which eliminates applique 
or curved piecing. Kit has directions for six sizes by Bethany Miller 
of Plum Easy Patterns, her Orange Blossom stencil, and Hoffman 
batiks for the top and binding of the size shown, throw 65" x 65".
Kit #1007311  $119.99 
Pattern only #1007313  $11.00

Celestial Stars Block of the Month
Become a foundation piecing star! Each month, for 13 months, you’ll 
receive directions and foundation papers by Linda McGibbon of Lakeview 
Quilting, and batiks from Anthology Fabrics for a section of the quilt top. 
Throw 59" x 75". We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007115  $24.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

Batik backing, 4⅔ yards, 
#1007116  $59.99

Pretty Petals Medley™ 
Fat quarters, #7202  $19.99 

1/2 yards, #7207  $38.99 
10" squares, #2268  $15.99

Sunshine Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7244  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7245  $38.99 
10" squares #2354  $15.99

Sunset Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7208  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7211  $38.99 
10" squares #2366  $15.99

Leafy Greens Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7155  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7166  $38.99 
10" squares #2387  $15.99

Caribbean Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7263  $19.99 
1/2 yards #7360  $38.99 

10" squares #2395  $15.99

Seaside Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7177  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7181  $38.99 
10" squares #2403  $15.99

For natural texture and color blending, Balis are beyond compare. We offer nine affordable 
assortments in eight-piece fat-quarter and half-yard collections, and 16 die-cut 10" squares (two 
each of eight fabrics). We’ve gathered together all the colors in the 72-piece rainbow-spanning 
collection in a variety of sizes. All 100% top-quality cotton.

Keepsake Quilting’s Exclusive Bali Blenders

Bali Breezes 
72-piece 

Collection
Fat quarters #2952  $199.99 
10" squares #2951  $79.99 
5" charm pack #4957  $19.99 
2½" x 42" strips #2136  $79.99

Batik backing, 4 yards, 
#1007312  $44.99

Sand Dollar Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7373  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7382  $38.99 
10" squares #2381  $15.99

Pansy Garden Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7195  $19.99 
1/2 yards #7200  $38.99 

10" squares #2433  $15.99

Forest Floor Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7147  $19.99 
1/2 yards #7149  $38.99 

10" squares #2442  $15.99

Backing included  
with kit
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batik 
beauties

NEW | Under the Rainbow Table 
Runner Kit  QK  
Achieve eye-popping results with simple 
piecing. Kit has directions by Kent Williams, 
and fabrics for the top from Jinny Beyer’s 
Malam Batiks line for RJR Fabrics. 16" x 72".
Kit #1007320  $59.99 
Pattern only #1007322  $10.00

Batik Double Wedding Ring 
Precut Quilt Kit
At last! There’s an easier way to make this 
classic quilt—with all 2,003 pieces precut 
(and notched for alignment) for you! Kit has 
Diane Ide’s piecing directions, and batiks for 
the top and binding. King 92" x 105".
Kit #1006534  $299.99

Batik backing, 8½ yards, 
#1006535  $89.99

Includes  
2,003 precut 

pieces!

Full Bloom Block of the Month   
BEST SELLER!
Watch a garden bloom in glorious color! Each 
month, for nine months, you’ll receive Barbara 
Persing and Mary Hoover’s machine-applique 
and piecing directions, and batiks for a section 
of the 80" x 96" full-size quilt. We’ll charge 
your credit card when each block is sent. We 
offer twelve 1,094-yard spools of fine Italian 
40-weight cotton thread for machine applique 
and machine quilting. Comes in a plastic 
hinged-lid box. 
Block of the month #2611  $29.99 per month,  
$3.99 shipping per month 
Kit (sent all at once) #1000632 $269.99 
AURIfil™ thread collection #8946  $129.99

Batik backing, 7½ yards, 
#2612  $99.99

Riviera Medallion Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Mediterranean blues sparkle in this soothing quilt. 
Kit has piecing directions, and batiks for the top and 
binding from Robert Kaufman Fabrics’ Portofino Batiks 
collection. King 98" x 98".
Kit #1006793  $179.99

Batik backing, 9 yards, 
#1006794  $114.99

Batik backing, 1⅛ yards, 
#1007321  $14.99
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NEW  
Lilium Kit
Get the look 
of curves with 
all straight 
piecing. Kit 
has Heidi Pridemore’s directions, 
and fabrics for the top and binding 
from the Mirah Batiks collection for 
Parkside Fabrics. Full 81" x 81".
Kit #1007101  $159.99

NEW | Hip to Be 
Square Kit
See how it takes just a few 
easy-to-piece blocks for a 

modern look. Kit has directions by Michelle 
Kunigisky of Busy Bee Quilt Designs, and 
fabrics for the top and binding from Maywood 
Studio’s Java Batiks line. Twin 68" x 80".
Kit #1007323  $99.99 
Pattern only #1007325  $9.00

Tranquility Kit
Create a medallion quilt with 
appliqued scallops in beautiful 
shades of blue. Kit has piecing 
directions by Jan Douglas, and 
batiks for the top and binding 
from Anthology Fabrics. Throw 
69" x 69".
Kit #1007058  $139.99 
Pattern only #1007060  $12.99

Batik backing, 4½ yards, 
#1007059  $54.99

Batik backing, 7½ yards, 
#1007102  $99.99

Batik backing, 5½ yards, 
#1007324  $69.99

radiant 
blues

Radiance Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Elicit oohs and aahs from admiring 
fans! Kit has piecing directions by 
Christine Stainbrook of Project House 
360, and RJR Malam Batiks by Jinny 
Beyer for the top and binding. Queen 
90" x 90".
Kit #1007017  $219.99 
Pattern only #1007019  $10.00

Batik backing, 8½ yards,  
#1007018  $104.99
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Oasis #1006191  $34.99

72" x 84"  
Easy Street quilt pattern

Prints

Batiks

NEW | Daisy Blue #1006853  $34.99

NEW | Vineyard Wine Batiks #1007496  $36.99

NEW | Ocean Tide Batiks 
#1007214  $36.99

72" x 84"  
Easy Street quilt pattern

Find more Color  
Story Collections at 

KeepsakeQuilting.com

Keepsake Color     Story Collections™

exclusive themed 12-piece fat-quarter collections
Collection fabrics may vary but will be similar to those shown.

Pumpkin Patch Flannel  
#1006687  $34.99

All of our fabrics are  
100% top-quality cotton.

 You can feel the difference.

NEW | Meadow Brook Batiks #1007497  $36.99

Rainbow Batiks #1006857  $36.99

Fall Splendor Batiks #1006194  $36.99

High Seas #1000743  $34.99

NEW | Red, Black & White #1006854  $34.99

Laurel Burch #1002252  $34.99

Summer Mum  #1006303  $34.99

Miss Scarlet  #1001567  $34.99

Sew Refreshing  #1001568  $34.99

Sand Dune #7246  $34.99

Delft Blue #1006300  $34.99 Orchid Mist Batiks  #1005965  $36.99

Easy Street Pattern   
BEGINNER FRIENDLY!
Get a great scrappy look with this easy-to-piece 
pattern made from fat quarters. Pattern by the staff 
of Fons & Porter’s Love of Quilting magazine has 
directions for four quilt sizes, baby to queen. We 
show the 72" x 84" twin size here, which calls for 24 
fat quarters. Order two each of a favorite 12-piece 
fat-quarter collection featured here or on our website 
at www.KeepsakeQuilting.com. Just add your own 
binding and backing fabric. 
Pattern #1006977  $6.95

Summer Garden Batiks #1000128  $36.99Sea Glass Batiks  #1006856  $36.99

NEW | River Rocks Batiks #1007495  $36.99

NEW | Sweet Pastel Batiks #1007498  $36.99

All Occasions Glitter #1002285  $34.99

Background Beauties Batiks #1000745  $36.99

Cozy Fall Flannels #1006343  $34.99

Walking on Sunshine #1001569  $34.99

Classic Navy #1006248  $34.99

Gypsy Batiks #1006511  $36.99Tide Pool Batiks #1006855  $36.99
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NEW | Compass Star Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
It’s a classic pieced quilt through 
and through! Kit has Wendy 
Sheppard’s directions, and 
fabrics for the top and binding 
by Whistler Studios for Windham 
Fabrics. Throw 60" x 80".
Kit #1007080  $129.99

NEW  
Morning 
Melody Kit
Get knock-their-
socks-off results using bargello strip-piecing. Kit 
has directions for three sizes by Ann Lauer of 
Grizzly Gulch Gallery, and Ann’s Anything Goes 
fabrics by Benartex for the top and binding of 
the smallest size shown, throw 60" x 72".
Kit #1007326  $129.99 
Pattern only #1007328  $9.00

NEW | Red 
River Star 
Kit
A dynamic design and bold color palette 
make this foundation-pieced quilt stand 
apart. Kit has pattern, including paper 
foundations, by Judy Niemeyer, and 
fabrics for the top and binding from Judy 
and Judel Niemeyer’s Forever fabric line 
for Timeless Treasures. King 99" x 99".
Kit #1007329  $289.99 
Pattern only #1007331  $52.00

NEW | Pepper Dish Kit
Make a graphic statement by combining 
applique and foundation piecing. Kit has 
pattern, including paper foundations, by 
Judy Niemeyer, and fabrics for the top and 
binding from Judy and Judel Niemeyer’s 
Forever fabric line for Timeless Treasures. 
Wall size 42" x 42".
Kit #1007332  $139.99 Pattern only #1007334  $31.00

Backing, 4 yards,  
#1007327  $49.99

Backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1007333  $34.99

Backing, 9¼ yards, 
#1007330  $109.99

ruby reds
Backing, 5 yards, 

 #1007081  $59.99

Open Heart Kit  QK
Piece a little bargello-style dimensional heart. Kit by 
Rachel Pellman includes directions, batting, and fabrics 
for the top, back and binding. Wall size 22" x 22".
Kit #1006822  $27.99
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Adding to your fabric stash is so 
affordable with our scrap bag collections. 
Fabrics may vary but will be similar to those shown.

Each scrap bag has 12 regular (9" x 44") quarter-yard cuts (three yards 
total) of assorted top-quality 100% cottons similar to those shown.  
Receive a free pattern with any scrap-bag order.
Visit www.KeepsakeQuilting.com for more scrap bags.

Pastel Dreams Batiks  
#7274, a $36.00 value, 
only $24.99

FREE 56" x 56" 
 Window View quilt pattern

Exclusive Keepsake 
Scrap Bags™ 

Cozy Fall Flannel  
#6083, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Prints

Dot to Dot   
#6833, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

NEW | Quilting Heritage  
#1007490, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Falling Leaves  
#6688, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Far Eastern Flair  
#1006344, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Gray Matters  
#4242, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Stonehenge Textures  
#3459, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Black Beauties  
#3761, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Build a fabric stash that’s the envy of all your quilting friends when you’re a 
member of the Scrap Bag of the Month Club. Each month you’ll receive a themed 

collection of 12 regular quarter-yard cuts (9" x 44"). Find more clubs online. 
#3327  $17.99 per scrap bag, shipping just $3.49 a month

Scrap Bag of the Month™ Club

Batiks

Peacock Batiks  
#1006308, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

NEW | Moonlit Mist Batiks  
#1007494, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

NEW | Moss and Sand Batiks  
#1007493, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Red Hot Batiks  
#1006309, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Autumn Harvest Batiks  
#3866, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Golden Glow Batiks  
#4186, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

NEW | Sand Castle Batiks   
#1007492, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Black as Night Batiks  
#3697, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

NEW | Sunflower Summer  
#1007491, a $32.00 value, 
only $19.99

FREE 56" x 56" 
 Window View quilt pattern

Jewel Box  
#6673, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

A Light Touch   
#3774, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Spring Cleaning Scrap Bag™
Get lots of great first-quality fabrics at a terrific bargain price.  

You’ll get 30 fat quarters at almost 40% off! 
#7656, an $80.00 value, only $49.99

Jack Frost Batiks  
#1002306, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Cocoa Brown Batiks  
#3652, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Passion for Purple Batiks  
#7333, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Seeing Red  
#4738, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Paisley  
#1809, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Safari Batiks  
#1006298, a $36.00 value, only $24.99
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down 
on the 
farm

NEW | Here a 
Chick, There a 
Chick Kit
Just try not to fall 
in love with these 
adorable chicks 
that are precut 
and fusible-backed 
for you. Kit has 
piecing, applique 
and embroidery 
directions by Bonnie 
Sullivan of All 
Through the Night, 
and fabrics, including 
the precut appliques, 
from Bonnie’s 
Woolies Flannel line 
for Maywood Studio 
for the top and 
backing. Throw/wall 
size 36" x 42".
Kit #1007413  $199.99

NEW | Down on the Farm 
Panel
Make a wall quilt, mini quilts or 
pillows from this 23" x 43" panel 
with eight 9¼" x 10¾" blocks. 
Designed by Cheri Wollenberg  
for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.
Panel #1007415  $9.99

NEW | Barn 
Country Kit  

QK
You’ll think you’re 
looking at a 
photograph of a 
real farm scene. Kit includes directions, panel 
from Hoffman’s American Byways line, backing 
fabric, and batting. 22" x 42".  
Kit #1007416  $26.99

Flowers For Ewe Kit
Put simply—quilts don’t come any sweeter 
than this one. Kit has fusible-applique, 
piecing and embroidery directions by 

Linda Hohag of Brandywine 
Designs, and fabrics, including 
precut fusible-backed appliques, 
for the top and backing. Throw/
wall size 40" x 46".
Kit #1005910  $129.99 
Pattern only #1005912  $14.00Backing, 3 yards,  

#1005911  $36.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Greener Pastures Kit   
KQ Exclusive!  QK
Add pieced borders to a stunning printed 
horse-and-barn panel for this quilt filled 
with inspiring words. Kit has directions 
and fabrics for the top and binding from 
Jennifer Pugh’s Greener Pastures line by 
Wilmington Prints. Throw 42" x 56".
Kit #1007047  $59.99

Backing, 3 yards,  
#1007048  $39.99

Flannel backing, 1⅜ yards,  
#1007414  $19.99

Backing included  
with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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home sweet home

NEW | Over the Meadow Block of the Month
Delight in a folk-art scene for each month of the year. Each month, for 12 months, you’ll receive 
Jan Patek’s applique directions, and Moda fabrics for a section of the quilt top. Full 82" x 98". 
We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007089  $29.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

The Bible Sampler Quilt Kit
Evoke the spirit of favorite Bible passages with this 84" x 108" pieced 
queen-size sampler. Kit includes fabrics for the top and binding, and Laurie 
Aaron Hird’s 256-page 8" x 8" book with directions and a CD with templates 
to print for 96 six-inch blocks.
Kit #1006597  $219.99 
Book with CD only #1006599  $26.99

Backing, 7¾ yards, 
#1006598  $89.99

Heritage 
Kit
Two pieced 
blocks in a 
Log Cabin 
setting make 

one special quilt. Kit has directions 
by Lynn Wilder of Sew’n Wild Oaks, 
and Judie Rothermel’s reproduction 
prints from Marcus Fabrics’ Macie’s 
Journal line for the top and binding. 
Queen 93" x 93".
Kit #1006773  $199.99 
Pattern only #1006775  $18.00

Backing, 9 yards,  
#1006774  $109.99

Backing, 8 yards,  
#1007090  $99.99
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happy camper

Campers Kit
BEST SELLER!
The sweetest of vacation 
retreats can come in tiny 
packages. Kit has Amy 
Bradley’s applique and piecing directions, buttons, and 
fabrics, including precut fusible-backed applique shapes, 
for the top and binding. Wall size 40" x 54".
Kit #1000376  $149.99 
Pattern only #1000377  $29.00

Backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1000378  $34.99

4 Members-Only Hotline. 5 20% off of all books.

¢
¢ 3 KQ Coin— Earn $1 in value for every 

$20 spent to use towards 
more stuff!*

* Earn and use KQ Coin for 
Keepsake NeedleArts™ and 
Patternworks™ purchases, too!

The KQiQ Club  
is the smart way to save!

As a member you’ll receive:

A KQiQ Travel Cutting Kit
for joining + surprise gifts during the 
year worth over $100!

FREE standard shipping
throughout the year—including 

continuity programs1  

¢

Plus:
FREE admission to the Original Sewing & Quilt Expo events!

One year #9145  $79.99

2  

NEW | Happy 
Camper 
Medley™
Stitch up a quilt for 
your little home 
away from home 
using this six-
piece Roam Sweet 
Home collection by 
Kris Lammers for 
Maywood Studio. 
Campers up to  
7" across.
Fat quarters  
#1007335  $16.99 
1/2 yards  
#1007336  $32.99 
Yardage #1007335 
plus letter   
$10.56 per yard

NEW | On the 
Road Again Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
“Live simply.” “Life is a 
journey.” “Life is better 
in the camper.” Kit has 
piecing directions and fabrics, including a printed panel, 
for the top and binding from Katie Doucette’s fabric line 
for Wilmington Prints. Throw 31" x 49".
Kit #1007051  $34.99

Backing, 1¾ yards,  
#1007052  $19.99

 Fabric Medley

Y A

B

E D C

AURIfil™  
Thread of the Month Club
Collect four colors a month, and at the end 
of 12 months, you’ll have the most popular 
AURIfil colors, as shown, for piecing, 
applique and machine-quilting projects. As 
a club member, each month you’ll receive 
four 1422-yard spools of 50-weight/2-ply 
fine Italian cotton thread. As a special gift 
for joining the club, we’ll also send you 
a free plastic hinged-lid case in the first 
month, a $10.00 value, to hold all 48 spools. 
We’ll charge your credit card each month.
#1000701  $49.99 per month,  
$3.99 shipping per month

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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1930’s

1930’s Double Wedding Ring Kit
Make the ultimate 30’s quilt a faster, easier way—with all 
2,003 pieces precut (and notched for alignment) for you! 
Kit has Diane Ide’s piecing directions, and reproduction 
fabrics for the top and binding. King 92" x 105".
Kit #1006536  $299.99

Solid backing, 8½ yards, 
#1006537  $49.99

2,003  
precut pieces!

Ruby’s Garden Block of the Month
Enjoy a variety of techniques, such as string piecing, 
3-D flowers and yo-yos. Each month, for 10 months, 
you’ll receive Jean Nolte’s piecing and fusible-applique 
directions, and 1930’s reproduction fabrics for a section of 
the quilt top from Fabri-Quilt’s Ruby’s Treasures line by Paintbrush Studio. King 
99" x 99". We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007035  $39.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

108"-wide backing, 3 yards, 
#1007036  $39.99

1930’s Collections  KQ Exclusive!
Indulge your passion for 30’s prints with 
these reproduction collec tions. Small-
scale prints will vary but will be similar  
to those shown.
Fat quarters, 50 pieces, #8800  $139.99 
1/2 yards, 50 pieces, #8906  $259.99 
5" charm pack, 50 pieces, #4701  $14.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 35 pieces,  
#4032  $34.99 
10" squares, 35 pieces, #4026  $34.99

NEW | Flower 
Baskets  
Runner Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Spread happiness 
across your tabletop. 
Kit has piecing and 
applique directions 
by Rahna Summerlin 
of Blooming in 
Chintz, and fabric 
for the top and 
binding from RJR 
Fabric’s Everything 
but the Kitchen Sink 
collection. 20" x 51".
Kit  
#1007005  $69.99 
Pattern only 
#1007007  $12.00

NEW | 1930’s Mini-Quilt Kits  
QK    KQ Exclusive!

Display these little sweeties on the wall or 
tabletop. Each kit has piecing and fusible-
applique directions, and fabrics for the top, 
backing and binding from Kaye England’s 
Backyard Pals collection by Wilmington 
Prints. Hang your 12" x 12" quilt from a 13" x 
19" wire stand, offered separately.
Butterfly kit #1007053  $29.99  
Sunbonnet Sue kit #1007054  $24.99 
Table stand #1001963  $25.00

Backing, 1½ yards,  
#1007006  $17.99

Backing included  
with kits



Civil War Collections   
KQ Exclusive!
Simulate the look of the quilts of the Civil 
War period. These 40-piece assortments of 
reproduction fabrics are in a range of colors 
and prints like those that filled the scrap 
bags of quilters in the 1860’s. (Prints may 
vary but will be similar to those shown.)  
Fat quarters #3584  $119.99 
10" squares #4179  $39.99 
5" charm pack #2351  $13.99 
2½" x 44" strips #2347  $39.99
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reproduction

NEW | The Blue and the Grey Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
Create an antique sampler using modern 
rotary-cutting and fusible-applique techniques. 
Kit has directions by Debby Kratovil of Quilter 
by Design, and fabrics for the top and binding 
from Nancy Gere’s The Blue and the Grey line 
for Windham Fabrics. Throw 72" x 72".
Kit #1007152  $129.99 
Pattern only #1007154  $14.00

NEW | Silent Sentinel Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Make this 1800’s masterpiece your own! 
Kit has piecing and applique directions 
by Christine Stainbrook of Project House 
360, and fabrics for the top and binding 
from RJR’s Orphan Train of Memories line 
by Audrey Wright of Legacy Patterns. 
Throw 55" x 55".
Kit #1007250  $124.99 
Pattern only #1007252  $10.00

NEW | Old City Gates Kit
Named for the St. Augustine, 
Florida, landmark, this quilt has 
an antique feel. Kit has piecing 
directions by Paula Barnes of Red 
Crinoline Quilts, and fabrics for 
the top and binding from her Red 
Rose & Vine collection for Marcus 
Fabrics. Full 81" x 81". 
Kit #1007337  $159.99 
Pattern only #1007339  $10.00

NEW | Letters 
from Grace Kit
Deep, rich colors make this traditional block-style 
quilt stand apart. Kit has piecing directions by 
Pam Buda of Heartspun Quilts, and fabrics for the 
top and binding from her Antique Cotton Calicos, 
Old Plum Calicos line for Marcus Fabrics. Throw 
61" x 74".
Kit #1007340  $114.99 
Pattern only #1007342  $9.00

Backing, 7½ yards, 
#1007338  $89.99

Backing, 4 yards,  
#1007341  $49.99

Backing, 3½ yards,  
#1007251  $39.99

Backing, 4½ yards,  
#1007153  $54.99
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NEW | Conestoga Crossing Block of the Month
Make a sampler center and baskets for the border of this vintage-
inspired pieced quilt. Each month, for 12 months, you’ll receive 

directions, along with history and stories, by Pam Buda, and her Marcus reproduction fabrics for 
a section of the quilt top. King 95" x 112". We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007374  $34.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

Backing, 10 yards,  
#1006457  $119.99

Bluebird Medallion Block of the Month   
KQ Exclusive!
Piece bluebirds into the border of this Log Cabin quilt. Each month, 
for four months, you’ll receive Jackie Robinson’s piecing directions 
and her Bluebird Gathering fabrics from Benartex for a section of 
the quilt top. King 108" x 108". We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1006456  $59.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

Butterscotch Baskets Block of the Month
Create pinwheels, stars and baskets over a period of 10 months 
for a classic look. Each month you’ll receive piecing directions 
by Lynn Wilder of Sew’n Wild Oaks, and fabrics for a section of 
the quilt top from Lynette Jensen’s Autumn Landscape line for 
RJR. Twin 76" x 93". We’ll charge your credit card when each 
block is sent.
Block of the month #1007117  $24.99 per month,  
$3.99 shipping per month

Backing, 7⅙ yards,  
#1007118  $84.99

block of the month

Backing, 8⅝ yards,  
#1002157  $114.99

Fernwood Block of the Month
You’ll even get access to a new video lesson each month, teaching a 
variety of techniques for piecing this sampler! Each month, for 12 months, 
you’ll also receive Jean Nolte’s directions, and Benartex fabrics for a 
section of the quilt. We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent. 
Queen 95" x 95".
Block of the month #1001499  $24.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

Backing, 8¾ yards, 
#1007375  $109.99
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Deconstructed  
Lone Star Kit   
PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!
Give a traditional pattern a 
spectacular modern look with 
Quiltsmart's “all rectangles” 
Lone Star—and watch your 
intersections match effortlessly! 
Kit has instructions by 
Quiltsmart and by Carolyn 
Murfitt of Free Bird Quilting 
Designs, Quiltsmart printed 
interfacing, and RJR solids for 
the top and binding including 
precut strips. Throw 62" x 66".
Kit #1007149  $129.99 
Pattern (without interfacing) 
#1007151  $11.00 
Additional Quiltsmart interfacing 
(one full star) #1007239  $34.00 
Fussy Cut Template (for cutting 
rectangles and fussy-cuts) 
#1007240  $7.50

Amish Black Fabric   
BEST SELLER!
A hard-to-find rich black cotton solid. 
#9738  $6.96 per yard

Simply Solids
You’d look far and wide to find the vast 
assortment and range of colors in the 
finest-quality 100% cotton fabric that 
Keepsake Quilting is proud to offer you in 
these seven-piece solid Medleys™.
To order yardage, use ¼-yard number plus 
letter  $7.92 per yard

Ready for Red Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006098  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006099  $28.99

Sunny Yellow Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006102  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006103  $28.99

Field and Meadow Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006108  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006109  $28.99
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F F

F F
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G G

G G

Pretty in Pink Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006096  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006097  $28.99

Turq and Teal Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006106  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006107  $28.99

L’Orange Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006100  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006101  $28.99

Beautiful Blues Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006104  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006105  $28.99

Perky Purple Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006110  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006111  $28.99

Naturally Neutrals Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006112  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006113  $28.99
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C
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G Solid backing, 4 yards, 
#1007554  $29.99

NEW | Kona Printed Color Chart Panel
Think of the fun totes and accessories you can make from 
this 23" x 44" panel that’s printed with a full-spectrum of 
Kona Cotton Solids color swatches and names. From Robert 
Kaufman Fabrics. 
#1007181  $9.99

NEW | Sawsall Kit
It’s bright, it’s graphic and fun to make using foundation 
piecing. Kit has directions by Susan Emory of Swirly Girls 
Design, foundations to copy, and solids for the top and 
binding from the Cotton Couture line by Michael Miller 
Fabrics. Wall size 36" x 36".
Kit #1007376  $64.99 Pattern only #1007378  $10.00 Solid backing, 1¼ yards, 

#1007377  $12.99

Solid backing, 3⅛ yards, 
#1001443  $29.99 solids

Postcard from Sweden Kit
Half-square triangles explode in vibrant 
color! Kit includes piecing directions by 
Jeliquilts, and Kona Cotton Solids by Robert 
Kaufman Fabrics for the top and binding. 
Throw 48" x 60".
Kit #1001442  $84.99
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for kids!

NEW | Frozen Coloring Panel Pack
Let the kids enjoy the fun of coloring their own Frozen 
characters. Fabric pack includes a set of two printed 
panels  from Camelot Fabrics—44" x 36" and 44" x 24" 
(with eight 8½" x 11" blocks). Panel pack can only be 
shipped within the U.S. and Canada. ©Disney. All rights 
reserved. We offer sets of 10 duo-tip, permanent, non-
toxic markers.
Panel pack #1006965  $24.99 
Primary pens #1006966  $17.99 
Bright pens #1006967  $17.99

NEW | The 
Amazing 
Spider-Man 
Kit  QK
Whip up this 
quilt in a snap 
and be the 
superhero for a 
special youngster. 
Kit includes 
directions, printed 
panel from the 
Marvel Comics III 
line by Camelot 
Fabrics, backing, 
and batting. 34" x 
42". ©MARVEL. 
Can only be 
shipped within the 
U.S. and Canada. 
Kit #1007370   
$34.99

NEW | Captain 
America Kit  QK
He’s powerful, he’s 
patriotic, he’s Captain 
America! Kit has directions, 
printed panel from the 
Marvel Comics III line by Camelot Fabrics, backing, and 
batting. 34" x 42". ©MARVEL. Can only be shipped 
within the U.S. and Canada.  
Kit #1007371  $34.99

NEW  
Princess 
Rules Kit  

QK
There’s just 
so much 

involved in being a princess! Kit includes 
directions, printed panel from Gail 
Cadden’s Pretty Princess line for Timeless 
Treasures, backing fabric, and batting. 
Wall size 22" x 42".  
Kit #1007372  $24.99

NEW | To the 
Moon and 
Back Kit  

QK
Show just how 
much you care with this touching quilt made 
from a printed panel. Kit has directions, 
panel by Timeless Treasures, backing fabric, 
and batting. Wall size 22" x 42".  
Kit #1007373  $24.99

Play Date Kit  QK  
Baby wild animals live in beautiful harmony. Kit has 
fusible-applique directions from Gwen Carreon Designs, 
and fabrics, including Hoffman batiks for the top, backing and binding. Wall size 34" x 28".
Kit #1006071  $109.99 
Pattern only #1006073  $12.50

Batik backing  
included with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Zoe Zebra Kit  
QK  

Floppy three-dimensional 
ears and flower petals 
only add to the charm! Kit 
has piecing and applique 
directions, and American 
Made Brand solids from 
Clothworks for the top and binding of the 40" x 50" throw. This quilt, designed by Deb 
Grogan, comes to us from our friends at Quiltmaker magazine.
Kit #1006076  $69.99

Solid backing, 2⅞ yards,  
#1006021  $29.99

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Primary

Bright

NEW | Harry 
Potter 
Sorcerer’s 
Stone Kit  

QK
Capture the 
characters you 
became enthralled 
with in the very 
first Harry Potter 
movie. Kit includes 
directions, 
preprinted panel, 
batting and 
backing fabric. 
From the Harry 
Potter collection for 
Camelot Fabrics. 
34" x 42". Can only 
be shipped within 
the U.S. and Canada.  
Kit #1007503  $49.99
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Black & White & Red  #8959  $14.99

Background  #4732  $14.99

 

50 pieces each  

49" x 66" 
Brava Quilt

Batiks

Keepsake Quilting’s exclusive  

Charm Packs™

Collection fabrics may vary but will be similar to those shown.

Kids’ Delight  #6248  $14.99

NEW | Prairie Flowers  #1007424  $14.99

Meadow Wild Batiks  #1002237  $14.99

Batik Summer Sizzle  #4591  $14.99

Batik Blue Moon  #7738  $14.99

Hazelnut Batiks  #4520  $14.99

Teal & Sandstone  #6277  $14.99

Sanibel Island Batiks  #1002242  $14.99Smoke Screen #3545  $14.99

Brava! Pattern
Keep it simple, and just start sewing with our 50-piece collections of precut 5" squares! 
The Brava! quilt was designed by Debra Finan of Fons & Porter especially for 5" squares. 
Pattern includes piecing directions for three quilt sizes, including the 49" x 66" throw 
size shown, which takes two 50-piece charm packs plus background fabric. 
Pattern #1007193  $8.00

Rainbow  #4740  $14.99

Sweet Pastel Batiks  #4620   $14.99

Rogue One:  
A Star Wars Story 
Kit
Scenes from the latest 
Star Wars film, Rogue 
One: A Star Wars Story, 
are captured in this quilt. 
Kit has Jean Nolte’s 
piecing directions, and 
fabrics for the top and 
binding from Camelot 
Fabrics. Throw 65" x 79".
Kit #1006958  $109.99

Rebels Kit  
QK

Be a hero to a 
Star Wars fan by 
making this quick 

quilt from a printed panel by Camelot Fabrics. 
Kit includes directions, panel, backing and 
batting. Throw 35" x 42".  
Kit #1006960  $39.99

Imperial 
Army Kit  

QK
Star War fans, 
be up to date with the latest movie, Rogue One: 
A Star Wars Story, with this quilt made from 
Camelot fabrics. Kit includes directions, panel, 
backing and batting. 35" x 42".  
Kit #1006961  $39.99

Rogue One: A Star Wars 
Story Collection
Think of the out-of-this-world 
projects to be made from these 
Star Wars fabrics from the 
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story 
collection by Camelot Fabrics. 
Characters up to 6" tall. Charm 
collection has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 14 pieces,  
#1006979  $44.99 
5" charm pack, 28 pieces,  
#1006982  $8.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 14 pieces,  
#1006981  $14.99 
10" squares, 14 pieces,  
#1006980  $14.99 
Yardage #1006979 plus letter   
$11.92 per yard

Backing included 
with kit

Backing included 
with kit

Backing, 5 yards,  
#1006959  $64.99
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new & nifty tools & notions

batting

needles and threads

AURIfil™ Thread 
Collections
Have a thread color for every 
project. These 50-weight/2-
ply cotton threads for piecing, 
applique and machine 
quilting come in collections of twelve 
1422-yard spools in snap-closure 
plastic cases. From Italy. 
Rainbow of Colors #9178  $129.99 
Variegated Colors #1000416  $129.99

Rainbow of Colors

KQ Exclusive!  Variegated Colors

AURIfil™ Basics  
Thread Collections   
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
These 1422-yard spools of fine Italian 
50-weight/2-ply cotton thread are great for 
hand and machine piecing, applique and 
machine quilting. The 12-spool collection 
has the must-have basic neutral colors, 
packaged in a snap-closure plastic case.
12-spool Basics collection #9701  $129.99 
Four-spool collection #8360  $49.99

Itty 
Bowl
This 
stainless 
steel bowl 
has a magnetic bottom that pushes pin 
ends safely out to the bowl’s edge. 4¼" 
diameter. We'll choose a color for you.
#1006903  $7.99

Pin Picker Upper
Pick up pins and needles with the 
magnetic end of the telescoping 
handle, which extends up to 25". 
We'll choose the color for you 
#1006904  $5.99

Wooden Needle Cases
Store your sewing needles in the prettiest 
possible way—in a 2¼"-high handcrafted 
wooden case. Please select blue, yellow 
or pink. 
#1006934  $6.99

Thin 
Quilting 
Pins
These 
1⅞"-long, 
extra-thin, 

glass-head pins 
will glide effortlessly 

through your quilts. 100 pins per box.
#8009  $11.99

LED Needle 
Threader   

BEST SELLER!
A bright LED light is activated 

when you slide the threader out of 
its protective plastic case, which includes a 
built-in thread cutter. 1" x 1¾" closed.
#1001183  $6.99

Heart Pins
Both colorful and attractive, these 2⅛"-
long pins come with flat plastic heads or 
⅛"-thick pearlized heads. 
35 pearlized pins #1001180  $6.99 
50 flat-head pins #1001181  $5.99

Roxanne™ Needles
Choose betweens (a favorite 
for quilting), sharps (great for 
piecing), or 1¼"-long applique 
needles. 50 needles per case.
#9 betweens #8384  $9.99 
#10 betweens #8763  $9.99 
#11 betweens #8663  $9.99 
#12 betweens #8204  $9.99 
#10 sharps #8209  $9.99 
#11 sharps #8804  $9.99 
#12 sharps #8223  $9.99 
Applique #8438  $9.99

Bobbin 
Buddies™  
CUSTOMER 
FAVORITE!
Slip a Bobbin 
Buddie over a 
bobbin, and it 
won’t unwind. Set of 24.
#8161  $15.99

Coil-Less 
Curved Safety 
Pins

Baste quilts with 11/16" 
nickel-plated steel pins that are curved 
for easy insertion and coil-less to avoid 
snagging fibers. Package of 50. 
#1000399  $3.99

Warm & 
Natural™  
Cotton 
Batting  
BEST 
SELLER!
This needle-
punched 

batting is a real go-to favorite. It can be 
quilted up to 10" apart and is extremely 
soft and easy to work. 87.5% cotton/ 
12.5% polypropylene. 
Crib, 45" x 60", #8955  $9.99 
Twin, 72" x 90", #8126  $22.99 
Full, 84" x 96", #8250  $27.99 
Queen, 90" x 108", #8956  $31.99 
King, 124" x 120", #8403  $47.99

Quilters Dream® 
Green™ Batting
This soft, supple 
needle-punched batting 
is made from recycled 
plastic bottles. May be 
quilted up to 12" apart.
Crib, 46" x 60",  
#9334  $7.99 
Twin, 72" x 93",  
#9346  $14.99 
Double, 93" x 96", 
#9355  $18.99 
Queen, 93" x 108", 
#9359  $20.99 
King, 122" x 122",  
#9371  $29.99

Warm & Plush™ Batting
Enjoy 50% more cotton than 
traditional Warm & Natural™ with 
this exceptionally soft and warm 
batting. The 100% cotton batting 
drapes beautifully and can be 
quilted up to 6" apart. 
Crib, 45" x 60", #9277  $11.99 
Queen, 90" x 108", #9279  $32.99

NEW | Tailor-Mate 2 in 1 Retractable 
Seam Ripper
Move the lever to expose a large seam ripper on 
one end or a small ripper on the opposite end. 
No more lost ripper caps! 4¾" long. 
#1007469  $9.99

NEW | Quilt Tiles®
Arrange the 
magnetic pieces 
on the magnetic 
design board 
to plan a quilt, 
play a game 
or create art. 
Includes 144 
pieces and the 
7" x 7" board. 
#1007472  
$24.99

NEW | Bordeaux 
Ultimate Scissors
Easy grip, little pressure 
and precise cuts—
that’s what you’ll get 
with these 6¾" long 
sharp-point scisssors 
with a soft-touch handle, 
minimizing fatigue. 
Comes with a leather 
sheath. By Clover. 
#1007473  $64.99

NEW | Chaco Liner Chalk Wheel
Draw fine, thin, removable lines on fabrics for 
quilting, piecing and applique using this plastic 
cartridge with a metal notched wheel that 
dispenses the white chalk. 3" long. From Clover.
Chalk wheel #1007475  $6.99 
Two white .1 oz. refills #1007476  $4.99

NEW | Olfa® 
12" Rotating 
Rotary Mat
Eliminate 
awkward 
turning of 
fabric, tables, 
or yourself! 
Mat has a non-
slip, stationary 
bottom layer with an 
interlocking top cutting mat that rotates 360°. 
Overall 12½" x 12½". 
#1007477  $39.99

NEW | Olfa® 45mm Deluxe  
Rotary Cutter
Experience reduced fatigue using this ergonomic 
cutter, which has a dual-action safety mechanism 
and accommodates right- and left-handed users. 
Cutter #1007479  $31.99 
Five refill blades #8331  $34.99

NEW | Add-An-
EighthPlus™
Simplify foundation piecing 
of miniatures by trimming 
your seam allowances to 
an exact ⅛" using this 1½"x 
9" ruler with a ⅛" lip and 
tapered edge for folding 
back foundation. 
#1007532  $8.99

NEW | SixthFinger™ 
Stiletto
Hold seam allowances flat, 
avoid stitching over fingers 
and control fabric fullness 
when machine stitching; and 
hold seam allowances while 
pressing using this 6"-long 
metal stiletto with a slanted 
and a flat “finger.” 
#1007470  $13.99
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tools of the trade

The Sew 
Stack® 
Combo Kit
Organize and store your spools and bobbins 
in these soft, flexible, interlocking trays. 
The bobbin tray holds 40 bobbins, and the 
thread spool tray holds 16 spools, including 
AURIfil™. The combo kit (6½" x 6½" x 4½") 
includes one bobbin tray, one thread spool 
tray and a lid. Add trays as needed. 
NEW | Combo kit #1007481  $39.95 
Extra bobbin tray #1006873  $17.95 
NEW | Extra thread spool tray  
#1007478  $17.95 
Extra lid #1006875  $8.95

Perfect 
Piecing 
Seam 
Guide and 
Qtools™ 
Sewing 
Edge
For a scant ¼" 
seam, place 
the 4" x 1¼" 
plastic seam guide under your presser 
foot, and lower your needle through the 
hole. Then place a thick, repositionable, 
Qtools Sewing Edge vinyl strip against the 
guide and remove the guide for sewing. 
Five ⅜" x 3½" vinyl strips per package.
Perfect Piecing Seam Guide #8236  $5.99 
Qtools™ Sewing Edge #8095  $7.99

Batting 
Seam Tape   
BEST SELLER!
Join batting 
scraps together 
using this 1½"-
wide soft fusible 
tape. 10-yard roll.
#8122  $6.99

Super 
Satchel™  
Box  BEST 
SELLER!
This snap-
closure 
plastic case is 
15" x 14" x 3½" deep.
#9870  $15.99

Quilt Wall   
KQ Exclusive!
The 72" x 72" felted  
design cloth is great for 
holding fabric in place 
without pinning.
#9345  $39.99SAR® Acid-Free Storage Boxes

Store quilts and linens in an acid-free and 
lignin-free fiberboard box. Includes 24 
sheets of acid-free tissue (20" x 30"). Sorry, 
#9095 and #1006714 cannot be shipped 
outside the contiguous U.S. Expedited 
delivery not available for any size box. 
18" x 15" x 5"-high box #9257  $18.99 
NEW | 24" x 20" x 3"-high box  
#1007474  $24.99 
30" x 18" x 6"-high box #9095  $29.99 
40" x 18" x 6"-high box #1006714  $39.99 
Extra tissue, 24 sheets, #1006968  $4.99

Book Keepers
Slide your 
magazine or 
booklet through 
one of the plastic 
holders, and it’s 
ready to put in a 
standard three-
ring binder. Set 
of 24.
#8454  $10.99

Sew & Go Sewing Table
This laminate-top table, with 
a sewing-machine platform 
measuring 18⅞" x 7⅞" (fits 
most machines), folds flat 
for travel or storage and has 
wheels for easy transport. 
40" x 22" x adjustable 29"–36" 
height. (Cannot be shipped 
outside the contiguous U.S. or 
via UPS 2nd Day Air.) Allow 
two weeks for delivery. 
#9354  $289.99 plus $10.00 
added shipping

Mighty 
Bright® 
Sewing 
Machine 
Light
BEST SELLER! 
Attach the 
2½" x 1" 

adhesive-backed base to your machine, 
and slip in the light. The flexible-neck 
light has a powerful LED that never needs 
replacing, and comes with one AAA 
battery and an extra mounting base.
#8385  $14.99

Fons & Porter Quarter Inch Seam Marker
Mark ¼" sewing lines when piecing half-square and quarter-square triangles.  
Set of two ½"-wide acrylic strips, 8" and 12". 
#1006583  $14.99

Seam 
Guide
Draw an 
exact  
¼" seam 
allowance on 
any shape 
template by inserting pen 
or pencil into the hole of the acrylic disk 
and tracing around the shape. Set of six. 
#1001550  $5.99

Sew 
Steady® 
Wish Table
The 22½" x 25½" acrylic extension table 
has adjustable legs, a grid, a drawer tray 
and a lock to secure table to machine, 
and a circle sewing tool. It comes with 
a free 26" x 25" x 1½"-deep padded, 
zippered, nylon travel bag with an outside 
zippered pocket and an inside pocket. 
For table, include machine make and 
model. (Cannot be shipped outside the 
contiguous U.S. or via UPS 2nd Day Air®.)
Table #9159  a $248.00 value for $199.99  
plus $5.00 added shipping 
Polish kit #8349  $9.99 
Big Travel bag #2328  $44.99

Free Travel Bag 
worth $49.00!

Olfa® Rotary Cutters
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
Cutter comes in sizes from 18mm for 
doing intricate cutting to the 60mm  
for cutting up to eight fabric layers.  
18mm cutter #8285  $12.99 
18mm refill blades (2)  #8292  $7.99 
28mm cutter #8290  $15.99 
28mm refill blades (2) #8329  $8.99 
45mm cutter #8291  $20.99 
45mm refill blades (5) #8331  $34.99 
60mm cutter #8320  $31.99 
60mm refill blade (1) #8435  $13.99

Naturalight™ Smart Lamp R10
It’s lightweight, portable, 
rechargeable (up to four hours 
of light), and has three ways to 
power—internal rechargeable 
battery (included), plug-in 
power supply and USB cable. 
The daylight™ LED lamp has 
three brightness levels. 9¾" high 
folded. Splendid for class!
#1006902  $40.00

The Gypsy Quilter™ Sit Upon
Sit comfortably for hours while quilting, 
sewing, reading or driving with this softly 
inflated, flexible, rubberized disc, with a 
nubby texture. 13½" diameter. 
#1006922  $30.00

Wonder Clips
A great alternative to pins for bindings 
and heavy-weight fabrics, these 1"-long 
plastic clips have ¼" and ½" seam 
markings. 50 assorted clips in a plastic 
storage case.
#8034  $32.99

Clover 6-in-1 Stitch Guide
Stick the two pieces of this reusable, 
interlocking plastic guide to your machine 
to do straight stitching, strips, inner and 
outer curves and top-stitching. 
#1001194  $10.99

Fabric Strip Case
Store your 2½" strips 
wrinkle-free in this plastic 
snap-closure case with a 
textured inner surface and 
adjustable pressure clips 
that hold the strips in 
place. 24" x 4¾" x 3½". 
#1006969  $13.99
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finishing touches

quilt 
design

Fons & Porter’s Quilting 
Template of the Month Club
Make your cutting easier, quicker and more 
accurate by using specially designed acrylic 
rotary-cutting templates. Each month you’ll 
receive a template or templates; patterns 
for two or more projects that use the 
template, including one large quilt project; 
fabric for the top and binding of one small 
project; and access to video lessons on how 
to use each template. We’ll charge your 
credit card when each template set is sent.
#1007091  $39.99 per month,  
$3.99 shipping per month

Fons & Porter Whirling 
Pinwheel Template Set
Make curved-blade 16" Pinwheel blocks 
using this four-piece acrylic template set. 
Includes directions to cut and piece the 
blades and applique the center.
#1006568  $29.99

Ultimate Quilt Pounce Pad
Wipe the powder-filled pad over the tiny mesh 
openings of the plastic quilting stencils. Iron to 
remove white powder. 
Pad #8753  $15.99 
2 oz. refill #8771  $5.99 
A. Stipple stencil, 11" x 8½", #8776  $5.99 
B. Meander, 11" x 8½, #8193  $5.99 
C. Basket Weave, 1" x 2" strips, #1006928  $11.99 
D. Honeycomb, 2" units, #1006929  $11.99 
E. 1" Grid on Point #1006930  $5.99 
F. Garden Friends, 4" x 4" motifs, #1006931  $5.99

A
B

C

D

E

F

EXTRA WIDE!

Quilt Backings
Quilt backing fabric shouldn’t be an  

 afterthought! You use more of it than 
any other fabric in your quilt, so make it 
count. And don’t overlook its many other 
uses—from duvet covers to tablecloths. 

Our 100% cotton, premium-quality 
muslin is available in three styles: 
natural solid (unbleached), white 
solid, and our aged printed fabric. 

Natural White

44" wide  
Natural  #9760  $4.40 per yard 
White  #9761  $4.40 per yard 
90" wide  
Natural  #9758  $8.96 per yard 
White  #9759  $8.96 per yard 
108" wide  
Natural  #9756  $10.56 per yard 
White  #9757  $10.56 per yard  
200 thread count, 44" wide 
Natural  #9637  $4.96 per yard 
White  #9880  $4.96 per yard

Muslin

Honey Tan SandCream

45" wide Aged 
Cream #9183  $6.56 per yard 
Honey #9193  $6.56 per yard 
Tan #9627  $6.56 per yard 
Sand #9201  $6.56 per yard

NEW | Solid Black Batik Fabric
At last! Now, in your batik projects, you can 
use a solid black that’s the same weight, 
thread-count and feel as the rest of the 
batiks. From RJR Fabrics’ Blossom line. 
#1007220  $15.92 per yard

NEW | EQ Mini
Design your own quilts using this 
beginner-friendly software that delivers 
powerful, yet easy-to-use, options that 
help you create, edit, share and print 
yardage, templates, foundation patterns, 
and rotary-cutting charts. It includes 
3500 fabrics, 300 blocks, four layout 
and eight border options. Also includes 
online lessons and how-to videos. It 
has the basic features of EQ7 at a “test 
drive” price. For Windows® and Mac® 
OS. Internet connection required.
#1007471  $89.95

NEW | Small Talk 
Label Panel
Sign your quilts in black 
and white; or add color 
to the 36 labels up to 
9½" x 3¾" on this 44" x 
23" panel from Studio E. 
#1007482  $9.99

NEW | Made with 
Love Label Panel
Show your originality on 
the back, as well as the 
front, of your quilts. The 
44" x 24" panel by Rae 
Ritchie of Dear Stella has 
labels up to 5" x 6½". 
#1007483  $9.99

NEW | Mosaic. 108" wide; medium scale. 
Specify blue, mist, ecru, purple or white.  
#1007485  $15.92 per yard

NEW | Batik. 106" wide; paisleys about 
4" long. Specify cloud, paisley or indigo.  
#1007486  $21.92 per yard

NEW | 1840–1870 Reproduction.  
108" wide; medium scale. Specify  
leaf, dot, diamond or paisley.   
#1007487  $16.96 per yard

NEW | Scroll. 108" wide; large scale. 
Specify ecru, green, blue, violet, red or 
gray.  #1007488  $15.92 per yard

NEW | Circle Play. 108" wide; large 
scale. Specify rainbow, black, beige or 
violet.  #1007489  $14.96 per yard

Words of Hope. 108" wide; letters up to 
⅞" high.   
#1006933  $15.92 per yard

Newspaper Clippings. 108" wide; 
newsprint-size letters.   
#1006932  $15.92 per yard

Patches. 108" wide; 24" repeat with 
patches up to 5" wide. 
#1000400  $15.92 per yard
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Spring Fling Block of the Month
Experience the joy of springtime as you piece this quilt over six 
months using Benartex’s Irresistible Iris collection. Each month you’ll 
receive directions by Ann Lauer of Grizzly Gulch Gallery, and fabrics 

for a section of the quilt top. King 90" x 108". We’ll charge your 
credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1006454  $39.99 per month, $3.99 shipping 
per month

Backing, 8½ yards, 
#1006455  $109.99

Sparks Kit   
KQ Exclusive!  QK  
Piece half- and quarter-
square triangles for jewel-
like results. Each kit includes 
directions and batik fabrics, 
including precut 5" squares, 
for either the top and binding of the 26" x 26" table-topper or the 
top and backing of a set of four 15" x 11" place mats. Fabrics by 
Wilmington Batiks.
Place mat kit #1002759  $39.99 Table-topper kit #1002757  $29.99 Table-topper backing,  

1⅛ yards, #1002758  $14.99

Beverly Park Collection
There’s romance in the air 
thanks to this floral collection 
by RJR. Hydrangea clusters up 
to 4" across. Charm collection 
has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 20 pieces, 
#1006178  $64.99 
5" charm pack, 40 pieces, 
#1007241  $13.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 20 pieces, 
#1007242  $19.99 
10" squares, 20 pieces, 
#1006181  $19.99 
Yardage #1006178 plus letter  
$10.64 per yard

NEW | Purple Haze Kit
Watch purple pop when set against a backdrop 
of black, white and gray. Kit has piecing 
directions by Nancy Mahoney of Fons & Porter, 
and Timeless Treasures’ textural prints for the 
top and binding. Throw 67" x 67".
Kit #1007264  $79.99

Backing, 4¼ yards, 
#1007265  $49.99

amethyst 
jewels
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Madison Square Quilt Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Beautify your bedroom with lovely roses and hydrangeas. Kit 
has piecing directions by Christine Stainbrook of Project House 
360, and fabrics for the top and binding from RJR’s Beverly Park 
collection. Full 85" x 85".
Kit #1007025  $199.99 Pattern only #1007027  $10.00

Backing, 8½ yards, 
#1007026  $99.99
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I’ve 
got the 
blues

NEW | Winter 
Migration Kit
Appreciate why two-color 
quilts are perennial favorites. 
Kit has Sharon Parcel’s piecing 
directions, and fabrics for the 
top and binding from Barbara 
Brackman’s Baltimore Blues 
collection for Moda Fabrics. 
Twin 76" x 76". Created by our 
friends at McCall’s Quilting.
Kit #1007146  $119.99

NEW | Imagine This Kit
Go for a dramatic look featuring a 
large-scale butterfly print. Kit has 
piecing directions for five sizes by Ann 
Lauer of Grizzly Gulch Gallery, and 
Ann’s Butterfly Fandango metallic-
etched fabrics by Benartex for the top 
and binding of the smallest size shown, 
throw 59" x 71". Pattern requires a half-
rectangle acrylic template. We offer 
the two-piece Tri-Recs tool set.
Kit #1007343  $89.99 
Pattern only #1007345  $9.00 
Tri-Recs™ Tools #8006  $15.99

NEW | James River 
Blues Kit
Here’s why the tried-and-
true Jacob’s Ladder block 
is such a classic. Kit has 
piecing directions by Paula 
Barnes of Red Crinoline 
Quilts, and fabrics for the 
top and binding from her 
Indigo line for Marcus 
Fabrics. Full 84" x 84".
Kit #1007346  $159.99 
Pattern only #1007348  $10.00

Winter Blues Kit
Sure to be a favorite 
with the guys, this quilt 
is both classic and cozy. 
Kit has Heidi Pridemore’s 
piecing directions, and 
flannels from Marcus’s 
Primo Plaids line for the 
top and binding. Queen 
94" x 94".
Kit #1007085  $129.99

Flannel backing, 8½ yards, 
#1007086  $84.99

Gold-etched backing,  
4⅛ yards, #1007344  $49.99

Backing, 7½ yards,  
#1007147  $99.99

Backing, 7½ yards, 
#1007347  $89.99
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Sew Chic #1703  $24.99 Spring Pink Batiks #1006326  $26.99

FREE 38" x 57" 
 Hugs and Kisses quilt pattern

Background and binding fabric pack #1006160  $19.99

Print Collections

NEW | Red, Black & Bold Batiks #1007501  $26.99

NEW | Party Mix Batiks #1007500  $26.99

Cool Lagoon Batiks #1006325  $26.99 NEW | Pink Lemonade Batiks #1007502  $26.99

Bali Sandstone #2555  $26.99

Bali Pastels #2285  $26.99

NEW | Coastal Breeze Batiks #1007499  $26.99

FREE 38" x 57" 
 Hugs and Kisses quilt pattern

Solid background and binding fabric pack #1007531  $19.99

Fall Splendor #1006324  $24.99

Kids’ Crayon Brights #6299  $24.99

NEW | Prairie Flowers #1007426  $24.99

 Batik Collections

Lupine Hills #1006317  $24.99

Fruits & Veggies #1006322  $24.99

Americana #3547  $24.99

Shirting Classics #8811  $24.99

Join a Keepsake Quilting 
10" Square Collection of 
the Month™ Club

Let us surprise you with a coordinated 20-piece collection of 10" die-cut 
squares every month. Use for appliques, big-block quilts, or cut into quarters 
for 5" charm squares. Include your credit card number and expiration. We’ll 
charge your card when each club is sent.  
Prints #4940  $18.99 per month Bali #4362  $19.99 per month 
Rainbow #4396  $18.99 per month Shipping just $2.99 per month

Keepsake Quilting’s exclusive 

10" square 
collector series
each includes 25 precut squares and a FREE pattern
Collection fabrics may vary but will be similar to those shown.
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shabby 
florals

NEW | Fresh Cut Roses Kit
Capture the comfort of tradition in this 
lovely pieced quilt. Kit has directions 
for five quilt sizes by Jennifer Bosworth 
of Shabby Fabrics, and fabrics from 
her Welcome Home line by Maywood 
Studio for the top and binding of the 
size shown, twin 69" x 89".
Kit #1007351  $139.99 
Pattern only #1007353  $14.00

NEW | Wanda Kit  PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!
Making this pretty quilt is extra easy, since the 
2½ strips are precut for you. Kit includes piecing 
directions by Pat Fryer of Villa Rosa Designs, 
and fabrics, including the strips, for the top and 
binding from Jennifer Bosworth’s Welcome 
Home line by Maywood Studio. Twin 66" x 86".
Kit #1007354  $99.99 
Pattern only #1007356  $2.00

NEW | Row Upon Row Kit
Piece one block in three different sizes, and 
then stitch strips of each size. Kit has directions 
by Barb Cherniwchan of Coach House designs, 
and Maywood Studio fabrics, including Jennifer 
Bosworth’s Welcome Home collection, for the 
top and binding. Twin 72" x 84".
Kit #1007357  $149.99 
Pattern only #1007359  $10.00

Backing, 5½ yards, 
#7007355  $64.99

Backing, 5½ yards, 
#1007352  $64.99

Backing, 5 yards,  
#1007358  $59.99

Garden Gate Kit
Lovely to look at and fun to 
piece, this quilt, designed by 
Jennifer Bosworth of Shabby 
Fabrics, is shown in Robyn 
Pandolph’s fabrics by RJR. Kit 
has directions and fabrics for top 
and binding. Throw 53" x 69".
Kit #1007074  $89.99 
Pattern only #1007076  $9.50

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1007075  $39.99
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geometric gems

NEW | Spring Storm Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Enjoy the illusion of curves with all 
straight piecing. Kit has directions and 
fabrics for the top and binding from 
the Batik Essentials line by Wilmington 
Prints. Twin 67" x 88".
Kit #1006689  $159.99

NEW | Shadow Boxes Kit
It’s all an illusion! Designer Jennifer Thomas’s quilt just looks 
three-dimensional. Kit includes piecing directions and fabrics for 
the top and binding from Reika Hunt’s Cherry Mint collection for 
Clothworks. From our friends at Quiltmaker. Queen 86" x 98".
Kit #1007144  $149.99

Crystal Kit  BEST SELLER!  PRECUT SHAPES!  
KQ Exclusive! 
It’s a showstopper! And guess what? All the crystal pieces 
are precut for you from Hoffman batiks! The kit includes 
fabrics and Jeanie Sumrall-Ajero's directions to piece a 
90" x 90" queen quilt. Buy the additional border fabric to 
turn it into a 102" x 102" king.
Kit #1005867  $209.99 
King additional border fabric, 1¾ yards, #1005869  $19.99

Batik queen backing,  
8½ yards, #1005868  $89.99

Batik king backing,  
9½ yards, #1005981  $99.99

Berry Berry Blue Kit
The colors are cool and the look is too in 
this pieced quilt. Kit has Ramona Sorenson’s 
directions, and fabrics for the top and 
binding from RJR’s Malam Batiks line by 
Jinny Beyer. Created by our friends at 
McCall’s Quilting. Twin 74" x 87".
Kit #1006806  $139.99

Batik backing, 5¾ yards, 
#1006807  $79.99

Backing, 8⅜ yards,  
#1007145  $109.99

Backing, 5½ yards, 
#1006690  $69.99
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precut 
party

To shop our full selection of precut  
fabric collections, visit

KeepsakeQuilting.com

NEW | F. Le Jardin Parisien 
Collection
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007429  $12.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces,  
#1007427  $36.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007428  $36.99

NEW | E. Betsy’s Basket 
Collection
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007432  $12.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces,  
#1007430  $36.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007431  $36.99

NEW | Botanical Bliss Collections
G. Rose 
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007441  $12.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces, #1007439  $36.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007440  $36.99
H. Dusty Blue 
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007435  $12.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces, #1007433  $36.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007434  $36.99

NEW | L. Laurel Burch™ 
Rainbow Collection
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007444  $14.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces,  
#1007442  $49.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007443  $44.99

NEW | K. Silver Linings in 
Color Collection
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007447  $9.99 
Jelly Roll® 2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces, 
#1007445  $38.99 
Layer Cake® 10" squares, 42 pieces, 
#1007446  $38.99

NEW | Tonga Treats™ Jelly Bean Collection  40 pieces each
5" charm pack #1007450  $13.99 2½" x 42" strips #1007448  $39.99 
10" squares #1007449  $39.99

NEW | D. Elementals Landscape 
Batik Collection
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007453  $14.99 
2½" x 42" strips, 40 pieces,  
#1007451  $39.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007452  $39.99

NEW | C. Santa Fe Trail Batik 
Collection
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007456  $14.99 
2½" x 42" strips, 40 pieces,  
#1007454  $39.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007455  $39.99

NEW | A. White Noise Mini-
Jewel Collection  24 pieces each
5" charm pack #1007459  $7.99 
2½" x 42" strips #1007457  $24.99 
10" squares #1007458  $24.99

NEW | Tonga Treats™ Neon Collection  40 pieces each
5" charm pack #1007462  $13.99 2½" x 42" strips #1007460  $39.99 
10" squares #1007461  $39.99

NEW | Tonga Treats™ Jamboree Collection  40 pieces each
5" charm pack #1007468  $13.99 2½" x 42" strips #1007466  $39.99 
10" squares #1007467  $39.99

NEW | J. Pastel Basics Collection
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007438  $11.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces,  
#1007436  $36.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007437  $39.99

NEW | B. Ocean View Mini-
Jewel Collection  24 pieces each
5" charm pack #1007465  $7.99 
2½" x 42" strips #1007463  $24.99 
10" squares #1007464  $24.99
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cozy corner

NEW | Sunrise Stag Kit
Combine easy piecing and fusible applique for this man-sized throw. Kit 
has directions for three sizes by Janet Metsker of Nite Owl Quilting, and 
flannels, including precut 10" squares, from Bonnie Sullivan’s Woolies line 
for Maywood Studio for the size shown, throw 62" x 86".
Kit #1007363  $139.99 Pattern only #1007365  $13.00

Espresso 
Road Kit
Get the look 
of a Log 
Cabin Barn 
Raising quilt 
with easy 
piecing. 
Kit has 
directions 
by Bonnie 
Sullivan of All 
Through the 
Night, and 
her flannels 
by Maywood 
for the top 
and binding. 
Throw 64" x 64".
Kit #1006656  $119.99 
Pattern only  
#1006670  $9.00 Flannel backing, 4 yards, 

#1006669  $54.99

Flannel backing, 5½ yards, 
#1007364  $69.99

Flannel backing, 5 yards, 
#1007361  $64.99

Over and Down 
Under Kit  
BEST SELLER!
Achieve great visual 
effects by piecing 
2½" flannel strips. Kit has Bonnie 
Sullivan’s directions and her Maywood 
Studio Woolies Flannel fabrics, 
including precut strips, for the top and 
binding. Throw 56" x 56".
Kit #1006549  $89.99 
Pattern only #1006551  $9.00

Flannel backing, 3¾ yards, 
#1006550  $49.99

Precut  
2½" strips!

NEW | Four Patch Fun on Point Kit
Enjoy cozy, comforting and traditional all in one 
great quilt. Kit has piecing directions by Bonnie 
Sullivan of All Through the Night, and flannels for 
the top and binding, including precut 2½" strips, 
from Bonnie’s Woolies line for Maywood Studio. 
Twin 68" x 74".
Kit #1007360  $109.99 
Pattern only #1007362  $9.00

Precut  
2½" strips!

Precut  
10" squares!
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NEW | Wise Owl Collage Kit
Build a unique autumn quilt around a striking pen-and-
ink-style owl print. Kit includes Marinda Stewart’s piecing 
directions, and fabrics from Michael Miller Fabric’s Wild Things 
collection for the top and binding. Throw 41" x 53".
Kit #1007366  $59.99

Pumpkin Sprite 
PatternPlus™  
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
Have some Halloween 
fun! PatternPlus has Meg 
Hawkey’s Crabapple Hill 
Studio pattern, plus rickrack 
and fabrics, including wool-
felt for the face. 11" wide.
PatternPlus™  
#1002213  $49.99 
Pattern only  
#1002214  $10.00

Autumn Copper Batik 
Collection
Choose a color scheme that’s 
sure to succeed with this Timeless 
Treasures Tonga batik collection by 
Judy and Judel Niemeyer. Charm 
collection has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 20 pieces,  
#1006613  $64.99 
5" charm pack, 40 pieces,  
#1006616  $13.99 
2½" x 42" strips, 20 pieces,  
#1006615  $19.99 
10" squares, 20 pieces,  
#1006614  $19.99 
Yardage #1006613 plus letter   
$11.44 per yard

Pumpkin Pete Kit
Spiffy in plaid attire, this chap 
sets a welcoming harvest-time 
mood. Kit has Darci Shipnewski’s 
piecing and buttonhole-stitch 
fusible-applique directions, and 

fabrics for the top and backing, including an aged-muslin 
background and flannels. 36" x 48".
Kit #1000792  $54.99 
Pattern only #1000793  $9.00

Flannel backing, 1½ yards, 
#1000794  $15.99
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first call  
for fall

Bargello Pinwheels 
Kit
Achieve movement, 
dimension and spectacular 
design using strip-piecing 
magic and an inspired 

combination of teal and copper Tonga batiks 
from Timeless Treasures. Kit has directions 
by Diane McGregor of Castilleja Cotton, and 
fabrics, designed by Judy and Judel Niemeyer, 
for the top and binding. Throw 60" x 60".
Kit #1006617  $89.99 
Pattern only #1006619  $10.00

Batik backing, 3⅞ yards, 
#1006618  $49.99

Backing, 2⅔ yards, 
#1007637  $34.99
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holiday 
head start

You Melt My Heart Kit
Let this frosty twosome lend warmth to your 
holiday decorating. Kit has piecing and fusible-
applique directions by Darci Schipnewski of 
Shades of the Past Quilt Shop, and flannels 
from Marcus Fabrics’ Primo Plaids flannel line 
for the top and binding. Throw 47" x 57".
Kit #1006646  $59.99 
Pattern only #1006648  $9.00

Flannel backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006647  $34.99

Charcoal Mitten Ornaments Kit  QK
Put treats inside these mittens, and hang them from mantle, 
tree or packages. Kit includes Rachel Pellman’s embroidery 
directions, wool-felt, cotton floss and gold string for six 
ornaments. 4" x 4½". 
#1006879  $17.99

White Christmas Kit
Imagine how wonderful this 
appliqued, embroidered and pieced 
quilt will look in your holiday home. 
Kit has directions by Rhonda McCray 
of Farmhouse Threads, Thangles™ 
paper templates for half-square 

triangles, and fabrics for the top, back and binding, including 
wool for the applique. Wall size 25" x 33".
Kit #1007109  $74.99 Pattern only #1007110  $10.00

Solid backing included  
with kit

Snow Birds Kit
Sweet birds brighten the 
coldest of winter days. Kit 
includes fusible-applique 
directions by Sue Pritt of 
Sweet Season Quilts, and 
fabrics, including batiks, 
for the top and binding. Wall size 35" x 37".
Kit #1002805  $79.99 
Pattern only #1002807  $20.00

Backing, 1¼ yards, 
#1002806  $14.99

NEW | Snow Friends Kit
Welcome in the holiday season with 
these frosty folks made from precut 
fusible-backed applique shapes. Kit 
has directions by Barbara Smith of 
Bobbie G. Designs, and RJR fabrics, 
included precut shapes, for the top 
and binding. Wall size 30" x 40".
Kit #1007217  $99.99 Pattern only #1007219  $12.00

Backing, 1⅓ yards,  
#1007218  $19.99

Jim Shore 
Sewing 
Machine 
Ornament
Hang this 
hand-crafted 
stone-resin 
ornament at 
Christmas or at 
any time of the 
year. 3" wide. 
#1006037  
$19.99

All of our fabrics are 
100% top-quality cotton.

 You can feel the difference.

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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Start the year with savings! order today, quantities are limited!

Backing included  
with kit

Backing, 1⅝ yards,  
#1006243  $19.99  $15.99

Backing, 2⅞ yards, 
#1005986  $34.99  $27.99

Batik backing, 4⅞ yards, 
#1002763  $59.99  $47.99

Clover 
Wedge 
Iron
The little 
travel 
or class 
iron has an ergonomic 
handle, narrow tip and 
large temperature dial. Comes with a spray bottle. 
6¼" long x 2⅜" wide.
#1001538  $49.99  $36.99

Flowers of the Sun 
Place Mat Kit   
KQ Exclusive!  QK
Add borders to a printed 
stripe. Kit has piecing 
directions, batting, and 
fabrics for the top and back 
of four place mats. 18" x 14".
#1002447  $44.99  $32.99

Flowers of the Sun Table Runner 
Kit  KQ Exclusive!  QK
Go big and bold! Kit includes piecing 
directions and fabrics for the top, binding 
and backing. 15" x 60".
#1002462  $49.99  $36.99

Travertine 
Kit
Feel a warm 
glow from 
within. Kit 
has piecing 
directions and 
batiks for the 
top and binding. 
Throw 60" x 77".
Kit #1002762  
$119.99  $95.99

Starburst Kit
Give tradition a new twist with 
radiating star points. Kit has piecing 
directions and fabrics for the top 
and binding. Throw 60" x 60".
Kit #1005864  $159.99  $127.99

Happy Thanksgiving Kit  QK
He’s the star of the holiday! Kit includes printed panel, backing and 
batting. Wall size 36" x 42".
#1005956  $32.99  $23.99

Evening Garden Kit  
QK

Showcase a large-scale 
floral print. Kit has piecing 
directions and fabrics 
for the top and binding. 
Throw 41" x 51".
Kit #1005985   
$69.99  $49.99

Holiday Double Dip Reversible Place 
Mats Kit  PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!  QK  
Kit, for a set of six 19" x 14" mats, includes 
piecing directions, foam-based, double-sided 
fusible interfacing, and fabrics for front, back 
and binding, including precut 2½" strips.
#1006023  $99.99  $74.99

Season’s Greetings 
Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Extend greetings in a super-
sized post card. Kit includes 
piecing and fusible-applique 
directions and fabrics for the 
top and binding. Wall size 
38" x 50".
#1006242  $69.99  $49.99

Pumpkin Patch Lane Pattern Pack
Originally a six-month block-of-the-month project, 
pattern pack includes piecing and fusible-applique 
directions for the 65" x 76" throw.
#1007057  $36.00  $26.99

Clover Natural 
Fit Thimble
Enjoy the comfort of 
leather in a finger-
shaped thimble. 
Specify S or L.
#8319  $13.99  $10.99

Zoo It Yourself Kit
Originally a block-of-
the-month project, kit 
includes pattern pack 
with fusible-applique 
directions, and batik 
fabrics for the top and 
binding. Throw 56" x 63".
Kit #8794   
$266.00  $209.99

Batik backing, 4 yards, 
#1005865  $49.99  $39.99
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Start the year with savings! order today, quantities are limited!

Backing, 3½ yards,  
#1006201  $44.99  $35.99

Backing, 5 yards,  
#1006459  $59.99  $47.99

Mitten Season Kits
Each kit has piecing and 
fusible-applique directions, 
and fabrics, including precut 
fusible-backed applique 
shapes, for the top, binding 
and backing. 
Wall size  
29" x 33".

Wanna Ice Skate Kit 
#1006217   
$79.99  $59.99 

Where’s the Eggnog Kit 
#1006219   
$79.99  $59.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Solid backing, 5 yards, 
#1006227  $39.99  $29.99

Solid backing, 5 yards, 
#1006229  $39.99  $29.99

Easy Binding 
Winder
Clamp this plastic 
gadget to an 
ironing board to 
wind binding as 
it’s being ironed, and then set the 
winder next to your machine for 
sewing. 6" x 8" x 9" high.
Winder #1000068  $19.99  $14.99 
Two extra spools #1000069  $7.99  $5.99

Twist ’n Select™ 
Needle Storage Tube
Give the 3½-long plastic 
tube a twist to raise and fan 
out your needles. A magnet 
keeps needles from spilling.
#1001184  $8.99  $5.99

Grandma 
Mary’s Five 
Patch Kit
The cute motifs 
are printed for 
you. Kit has 
piecing directions 
and flannels 
for the top and 
binding. Throw 
61" x 72".
Kit #1002032  
$129.99  $96.99

Holiday Traditions Kit
Conjure up memories of the past. Kit 
includes piecing directions and fabrics 
for top and binding. Throw 55" x 67".
Kit #1006200  $89.99  $66.99

Field Day Kit
Fill a room with sunshine. Kit has piecing 
directions and solid fabrics for the top and 
binding. Throw 62" x 80".
Kit #1006226  $69.99  $49.99

Shooting Stars Kit
Solids call attention 
to the striking design. 

Kit has piecing 
directions and 
solids for the 
top and binding. 
Throw 60" x 80".
Kit #1006228  
$89.99  $69.99

Bluebird Boogie Kit
Showcase a bevy of pretty 

birds. Kit has piecing directions and fabrics for the top 
and binding. Full 78" x 78".
Kit #1006458  $124.99  $92.99

Bluebird Trails Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Kit has piecing directions and fabrics for the top 
and binding of either the 60" x 76" lap size or 
the 92" x 108" queen size quilt.
Lap kit #1006464  $114.99  $85.99 
Queen kit #1006467  $199.99  $159.99

Bluebird Gathering 
Collection
Find the bluebird of happiness in this 
collection with birds up to 4½" across. 
Charms have two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 12 pieces,  
#1006519  $34.99  $27.99  
5" charm pack, 24 pieces,  
#1006522  $7.99  $5.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 12 pieces,  
#1006521  $12.99  $8.99 
10" squares, 12 pieces,  
#1006520  $12.99  $8.99

Queen backing, 8⅝ yards, 
#1006468  $109.99  $87.99 

Lap backing, 3⅞ yards, 
#1006465  $49.99  $39.99

QueenLap
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NEW | Arabella Quartette Kit
Make it lovely in lavender as you repeat four pieced blocks in this pretty 
quilt. Kit has Debbie Beaves’s directions, and fabrics for the top and 
binding from Maywood Studio. Queen 88" x 106".
Kit #1007368  $199.99

Backing, 9 yards,  
#1007369  $99.99

sunshine 
days
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NEW | Firenze Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
Look to the mosaics of 
Florence, Italy, for the 
inspiration for this 
pieced and appliqued 
quilt. Kit has directions 
by Barbara Cherniwchan 
of Coach House Designs, and fabrics for the top 
and binding from Kate Spain’s Grand Canal line 
for Moda Fabrics. Throw 53" x 53".
Kit #1006985  $99.99 
Pattern only #1006987  $10.00

NEW | Daisy 
Chain Kit
Piecing and 
applique are 
pretty partners 
in this quilt by 
Terri Degenkolb of Whimsicals 
Creative Studio. Kit has directions for 
three sizes and fabrics for the top and 
binding from Whistler Studios’ Soleil 
line by Windham Fabrics for the twin 
size shown, 62" x 82".
Kit #1007253  $189.99 
Pattern only #1007255  $9.00

Medallion Table Runner 
Kit  QK
Make the intricate-looking center 
by cutting four identical triangles 
from a signature Jinny Beyer print. Kit includes piecing 
directions and Jinny’s fabrics for top and binding. 64" x 12".
Kit #1002830  $39.99 
Pattern only #1002832  $6.50

Backing, 1 yard,  
#1002831  $12.99

Backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006986  $39.99

Backing, 5½ yards, 
#1007254  $64.99

ON THE COVER:   
NEW | Shasta Kit  PRECUT 5" STRIPS!  
KQ Exclusive!
Happiness is a field—or a quilt!—full of daisies. Kit has 
piecing directions by Christine Stainbrook of Project 
House 360, and fabrics, including precut 5" squares, for 
the top and binding from RJR’s Daisy Blue line by Flaurie 
& Finch. Throw 45" x 57". Although the ruler is not 
required, Christine likes making her Flying Geese units 
using the acrylic Jumbo Geese Ruler set. 
Kit #1007008  $89.99 Pattern only #1007010  $10.00 
Jumbo Geese Ruler #1007420  $18.95

Medallion 
Place Mat 
Kit  

QK
Piece and quilt 
at the same 
time using 
beautifully shaded Jinny Beyer fabrics. Kit has 
directions and fabrics for the top, binding and 
backing of four place mats. 20" x 14".
Kit #1002828  $89.99 
Pattern only #1002829  $6.50

Backing, 3⅛ yards, 
#1007009  $39.99
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beautiful 
batiks

NEW | Impatiens Place 
Mat Kit

Every meal is special when served 
on these flowers. Kit for a set of 
four 18" x 18" place mats has 
fabrics for the tops and backs 
from Flaurie & Finch’s Blossom 
Batiks line for RJR Fabrics, 

and pattern by Judy Niemeyer of 
Quiltworx, with foundation piecing 

directions and printed paper foundations.
Kit #1007003  $129.99 
Pattern only #1007004  $31.00

NEW | Totally Tropical Batik Collection
Explore the colorful undersea world in these hand-dyed batiks 
from Lunn Studios’ Totally Tropical line for Robert Kaufman 
Fabrics. Charm collection has two of each fabric.

Fat quarters, 12 pieces, #1007160  $36.99 
5" charm pack, 24 pieces, #1007163  $8.99 
2½" x 42" strips, 12 pieces, #1007162  $12.99 
10" squares, 12 pieces, #1007161  $12.99 
Yardage #1007160 plus letter  $11.60 per yard

Zinnia Bouquet Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Get the “wow” factor times three 
in this fabulously realistic quilt 
made from precut fusible-backed 

applique shapes. Kit has directions by Melinda 
Bula Designs, and fabrics, including precut 
shapes, for the top, binding and backing. Wall 
size 41" x 43".
Kit #1005893  $199.99 
Pattern only #1005894  $30.00

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Bali Jewels 
Kit   
PRECUT 2½" 
STRIPS!

Piecing begins immediately when the strips 
are precut! Kit has Linda J. Hahn’s directions 
and batiks for the top and binding, including 
2½" strips. Throw 48" x 48".
Kit #1001396  $59.99 
Pattern only #1001398  $10.00

Batik backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1001399  $34.99

A B C D E F G H J K L M

High Garden Kit  
PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!
“Paint” a colorwash garden 
in fabric using precut 2½ 
strips from RJR’s Flaurie & 
Finch’s Blossom Batiks line. 
Kit has piecing directions 
and fabrics for top and 
binding, including the strips. 
Throw 52" x 66".
Kit #1006286  $69.99

Batik backing, 3½ yards, 
#1006287  $44.99

Backing included 
with kit
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A. Black & Cream Woven.   
#1007279A  $9.76 per yard  $5.44
B. Solitaire White Snowflakes.   
#1007279B  $9.28 per yard  $5.44
C. Snowflakes on White.   
#1007279C  $9.28 per yard  $4.96
D. Green Basket Weave Batik.   
#1007279D  $11.36 per yard  $8.40
E. Poinsettia Berry on Cream.   
#1007279E  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
F. Rust & Green Floral Malam Batik.   
#1007279F  $11.60 per yard  $6.96
G. Purple & Green Floral Vine on Cream.   
#1007279G  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
H. Dotted Gray Curls on Black.   
#1007279H  $11.60 per yard  $6.96
J. Vanilla Solid Flannel.   
#1007279J  $7.76 per yard  $5.92
K. Red Floral Tonal.   
#1007279K  $11.20 per yard  $8.40
L. Woven Autumn Stripe.   
#1007279L  $10.56 per yard  $7.92
M. Small Gold Stripes on Navy.   
#1007279M  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
N. Deep Blue Batik.   
#1007279N  $9.92 per yard  $7.44
P. Cream Marble Texture.   
#1007279P  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
Q. Light Dots on Brown Batik.   
#1007279Q  $12.40 per yard  $9.28
R. Green & Red Metallic Check.   
#1007279R  $10.96 per yard  $8.40
S. Peacock Floral Batik.   
#1007279S  $12.24 per yard  $9.20
T. Red Flannel with Black Dots.   
#1007279T  $12.72 per yard  $9.20 
U. Chocolate Mottled Batik.   
#1007279U  $12.24 per yard  $9.20
V. Small Trees on Tan.   
#1007279V  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
W. Stacked Wood.   
#1007279W  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
X. Splatter Paint Urban Textures.   
#1007279X  $11.76 per yard  $8.72
Y. Purple Stitches.   
#1007279Y  $12.40 per yard  $9.28
Z. Green Watercolor Batik.   
#1007279Z  $9.92 per yard  $7.44
AA. Arctic Blue Swirls Batik.   
#1007279AA  $12.24 per yard  $8.96
AB. Metallic Autumn Harvest.   
#1007279AB  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
AC. Daisy Stripe in Black.   
#1007279AC  $11.20 per yard  $8.40

AD. Sapphire Coral Batik.   
#1007279AD  $12.24 per yard  $8.96
AE. Green Tonal Batik.   
#1007279AE  $9.92 per yard  $7.44
AF. Black Pin Dots on Vanilla Cream.   
#1007279AF  $11.20 per yard  $7.92
AG. Lady Rose Pink Stripe.   
#1007279AG  $12.40 per yard  $9.28
AH. Jewel Tone Cliff Rose Batik.   
#1007279AH  $12.24 per yard  $9.20
AJ. Crimson Tonal.   
#1007279AJ  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
AK. Pink & Green Marianna Floral.   
#1007279AK  $11.20 per yard  $8.40
AL. Lady Rose Blue Stripe.   
#1007279AL  $12.40 per yard  $9.28
AM. White-on-White Double Stripe.   
#1007279AM  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
AN. Hummingbird Stripe.   
#1007279AN  $11.20 per yard  $8.40
AP. Cream Frost Snowflakes.   
#1007279AP  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
AQ. Bright Animal Fun.   
#1007279AQ  $11.20 per yard  $8.40
AR. Red Petit Fleurs on Pink.   
#1007279AR  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
AS. Red Flannel with White Snowflake.   
#1000034L  $12.40 per yard  $9.28
AT. Brown & Black Houndstooth Flannel.   
#1007192Q  $12.72 per yard  $8.96
AU. Thunder & Steel.   
#1007279AU  $11.76 per yard  $8.72
AV. Green & Blue Floral Batik.   
#1007279AV  $12.40 per yard  $8.96
AW. Red Dots on White.   
#1007279AW  $10.56 per yard  $7.92
AX. Rose Floral Toile.   
#1007279AX  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
AY. Cream Floral Vine Batik.   
#1007279AY  $12.40 per yard  $9.28
AZ. Turquoise & Green Paisley Batik.   
#1007279AZ  $12.40 per yard  $9.28
BA. Redwood Bark.   
#1007279BA  $12.24 per yard  $8.96
BB. Cream Damask Paisley.   
#1007279BB  $12.24 per yard  $8.96
BC. Floral Gray Pearl Essence.   
#1007279BC  $11.60 per yard  $8.72
BD. ©Disney Character Frozen   
#9858  $8.96 per yard  $4.96
BE. Blue & Green Marianna Floral.   
#1006350AK  $11.20 per yard  $8.40

clearance fabric Don’t delay,  
these deals  

sell out fast!

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L X

M Y AK

AJ

AV

N Z AL AW

P AA AM AX

Q AB AN AY

R AC AP AZ

S AD AQ BA

T AE AR BB

U AF AS BC

V AG AT BD

W AH AU BE

Find even more sale fabrics at  
www.KeepsakeQuilting.com/clearance
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Find your KQiQ!
Free gifts and special treatment await you as a member of this exclusive club. 

Find out more on page 43, or visit www.KeepsakeQuilting.com. 

Ordering Information

Member of:

Send a Catalog to a Friend
If you have a quilting friend who would enjoy the  
Keepsake Quilting Catalog, print the name and address 
below. We’ll send the current edition at no charge.

Name ______________________________________

Street ______________________________________

City ____________  State ________  Zip __________

Toll Free Phone Ordering: Call us at 800-865-9458 
Monday–Saturday from 8:30 am to 9 pm (Eastern time), 
and we’ll take your order personally. Outside the U.S.,  
call 603-253-8731. You can fax orders to 1-800-340-1757.

Online Ordering: You can order online any time at  
www.keepsakequilting.com/quickorder.

Toll Free Customer Service: We’re here Monday  
through Saturday from 8:30 am to 6 pm (Eastern 
time). If you need information or have a question 
about your order, contact us at 800-525-8086 or 
customerservice@keepsakequilting.com.

Credit Cards: We welcome MasterCard, Visa, American 
Express and Discover. Credit cards are not charged until 
your order has been sent.

Delivery Information: Most orders are shipped within 
48 hours. Allow 7–10 business days for standard shipping 
time. On occasion, items ordered at the same time are 
shipped separately.

Shipping Charges: We keep our shipping charges as low 
as possible. Delivery is guaranteed. If your order gets to 
you in poor condition, or not at all, it’s not your problem, 
it’s ours, and we’ll take care of it! 

     UPS Expedited Delivery (business days):  
UPS 2nd Day Air®: Add $12 to standard shipping.  
2-day delivery. 
UPS Ground: Add $6 to standard shipping.  
3–5 day delivery. 

Please note that expedited delivery is for in-stock items 
only. Your order must be placed by 11 am (Eastern 
time) Monday through Friday and shipped within the 
contiguous 48 states. Expedited delivery is not available 
for all items, or for delivery to postal boxes or general 
delivery addresses. Call Customer Service for availability.

No-Quibble Guarantee: If you are not happy with any 
item, for any reason, at any time, please return it to us for 
a refund or exchange. No quibbling, no delay, no problem.

Keepsake Quilting has only one goal— your  
 satisfaction! We want to do everything 

we can to make sure that you’re perfectly 
delighted with every product you purchase, 
every person you speak with and every 
experience you have with us. If you are not 
happy with any item, for any reason, at 
any time, please return it to us for a refund 

or exchange. No quibbling, no delay, no 
problem. We believe that ordering fabric and 
quilting supplies should be just as much fun 
as quilting. If we ever fall short of our goal, 
please tell us. We value your friendship and 
trust above all.

The Keepsake No-Quibble Guarantee

Let us do the 
quilting for you!

Trust Keepsake Quilting to 
do your machine quilting 

with professional accuracy using Quilt Path™, a computerized 
quilting system made specifically for APQS quilting machines.

• 200 designs available for overall patterns, blocks and borders
• First-quality threads and batting
• Turn-around time of two weeks or less (not including transit)
• Pricing per square inch

For details, visit Quilt Finishing Program at our website, 
KeepsakeQuilting.com.


